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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Physical education classes provide excellent opportunity 
for students to develop leadership and responsibility. How 
many physical educators take advantage of this opportunity 
in developing leadership for our citizens of tomorrow? Probably 
all physical educators , to a degree , play a part in developing 
leadership, but if they would critically evaluate their programs, 
it would be found that much is left to be desired. 
Physical education teachers agree that physical education 
does help build good leadership in young people . Typical indicat ions 
that leadership is being developed are: "I always use squad 
leaders to help run my classes • • • Many of my students help 
me to keep the equipment in order, record scores, and run tourna-
ments . . . My leaders handle the class almost as well as I 
1 do." Is leadership being built in this type of program? In 
the true sense of leadership, it is not. 
There are many interpretations of what is meant by a 
student leadership program. To some it means assigning specific 
responsibilities, such as keeping.score to a different 
1 . Eloise M. Jaeger and Else H • . Jockstruck , "Effective 
Student Leadership", Journal of Health, Physical Education, 
and Recreation, JO, No. 9 (December , 1959), 32. 
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student each day, and to others appointing squad leaders or 
ca 'Jtains to carry out predetermined tasks. The writers' idea 
of a student leadership program is more than this. 
Student leaders are selected students who desire leader-
ship experience by assisting the instructor in administ.ering 
the daily and special routine procedures in 9hysical education 
class. They supplement the efforts of the instructor and the 
squad leaders. The student leaders are not members of the regular 
class in wh ich they perform, but assist the instructor in 
supervising and instructing an entirely different class. 
A definite program must be carefully planned and followed 
if students are to receive the fullest benefits of existing 
opportunities for leadership in physic a l education classes. 
The material which follows deals with establishing a student 
leadership program in high school and suggests an in-service 
training program for the student lea ders by which the plan may 
be operated and evaluated. 
Since everyone has h is own concep t of leadership , the 
supervisor &nd t he student leaders must determine what leadershi p 
means to all involved with the program. Leadership is usually 
viewed a s any contribution to the establishment and attainment 
of group p urposes. Leadership may ta~e many forms and be a chieved in 
many ways. A definition such as the one previously mentioned is 
too g eneral and too easily misinterpreted. 
To distinguish the democratic concep t of leadership, the 
following definition a nd ex plana ti on a re used. "True 
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leadership i s a problem-solvi ng ex~erience r egardless of how 
small the experience. Each in his own w&y , the s~all child 
and the high .school .Jtu dent , 1,1u0t be an active force in 
detern ining goals , in .1.aking decision.a .. s to courses to be 
followed, and in evaluating the results of the experiences. 111 
In providing for a sound democratic program of student leader-
ship, the supervisor must constantly be aware of t he following 
guides: (1) Stimulate potential leaders to define goals and 
problems in relation to the group . (2) Plan with the group 
so that group th i nking is translated into group action . 
(3) Define the responsibilities of leadership within a 
given group which are appropriate to the capacity of the 
members. (4) Encourage creative action on the part of each 
individual . (5) Evaluate individual and group accomp lishments.2 
If the suuervisor and student leaders have an understand-
ine of the meaning of leadership, both will be aware of the 
rich opportunities which exist in the phys ical educat i on program . 
SUPERVISION OF A LK\DERSHIF FROGRAM 
Definitions and Principles 
When planning and organizing any type of program , it 
is most essential that the supervisor know, under stand, and 
fulfill the responsibilities of a person in that capacity. 
The physical education supervisor must also have a well-
formulated definition of supervision and know and understand 
its principles. Since there are many definitions of supervision, 
it is important that the supervisor select one which best meets 
the needs of the situation. 
After reading many definitions of supervision, the follow-
ing appears to be most pertinent to the supervision of students 
in a leadership program: Supervision is a process of inter-
personal relationsh i ps through which the learning experienc e of 
boys and girls is improved by a co-operative enterprise in 
which the student leader.s and supervisor work together to 
meet both individua l and group needs . The main ideas for the 
definition were taken from Supervision in Physical Education 
by Wiles , Brown , and Cassidy1 and Principle_s and Technic,ues 
1Kimball Wiles, Camille Brown, and Rosalind Cassidy, 
Supervision in Physical Education (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall , Inc., 1956). 
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of Supervision in Physical Education by Irwin and Humphrey. 
Principles of supervision serve two primary purposes: 
as objectives or guideposts to follow while carrying out the 
program and as predetermined values used in measuring success 
when evaluating the program. The following principles should 
be kep t in mind by the supervisor of a student leadership 
program. These principles, for the most part, are self-
explanatory but the supervisor ought to review them frequently. 
A supervisor does not intentionally forget principles, but a t 
times becomes so preoccupied in fulfilling the plans, t ha t the 
principles are dismissed for the time being. 
Principles of Supervision 
in Physical Education 
Leadership starts with identifying the problems of 
both the individual and the group. 
Leadership meets both individual and group needs. 
Leadership regards the individual and his environment 
as an interacting unity. 
Leadership is a responsibility shared by group 
members. 
Leadership seeks new and better ways of' working. 
Leadership helps individuals to work with others 
for the common good. 
Leadership helps individuals to be responsible 
group participants. 
Leadership acts consistently with democratic values. 
Leaderehip demonstrates expertness in the educa tion 
field.:.:'. 
Supervision is a pupil-centered function. 
Supervision is as effective as its basic organization. 
Supervision should be placed on the basis of valid 
objectives of physical education. 
1Leslie \~. Irwin and James H. Huqphrey, Prtnciples and 
Techni ues of ~u ervision in ~h sical Education St. Louis! 
The C. V. Mosby Company, 1954 • 
2Wiles, Brown, and Cassidy, op. cit., contents. 
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Supervision must give utmost consideration to human 
relations. 
Supervision should be founded on a basis of co-operative 
leadership. 
Supervision should allow for flexibility in the employ-
ment of techniques. 
The supervisor of physical · education should make optimum 
use of all available facilities. 
Supervision should operate so far as possible on the 
basis of scientific evidence. 
Evaluation1is fundamental to effective supervisory procedure. 
The supervisor of physical education, in assuming his 
responsibility, also acts a s the official represent-
ative for tha t area of school activities. He both 
co-or dinates and art i culates the physical education 
program with the total school program in the interest 
of achieving the greatest growth of each child, the 
supervisor must help the leader d ev~lop those abilities 
which lead to i mproved instruction. 
Role of the Supervisor 
Early in the planning for a student leadership program, 
the supervisor must realistically determine wha t his role 
is and what that of the student leaders will be. Just 
determining is not enough, a s follow-through must be included 
if the supervisor is to fulfill his responsibilities to the 
students. The role wh ich the supervi sor f ollows will probably 
determine succes s or failure of t he leadership program and 
the a t mosphere which he cr eates will determine to wha t extent 
the s t udent leaders will a ccept responsibility. The supervi sor 
must work "within t he groupT' if the group is t ,o function to 
its capacity. 
(New 
1
rrwin and Humphrey, op. cit., 22-24. 
2Ruth Evan s and Leo Gans, Supervision of · Physical Education 
York: The McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1950), 16-11. 
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By working "within the group", the supervisor will 
win acceptance as a member of the group. Frequently it is 
the downfall of the supervisor of student leadership programs 
to assume an autocratic position and work "on the group". 
The autocratic supervisor will dominate, control, and operate 
the student leaders instead of recognizing their leader-
ship abilities. The supervisor will use his authority to 
get the student leaders to do the things he believes should 
be done. Student leaders under this t ype of supervision will 
soon lose their self-confidence, initiative, and interest. 
A few of the stronger student leaders may possibly rebel and 
challenge the supervisor. 
On the other hand, a supervisor may take just the 
opposite role and be the laissez-faire supervisor who is 
working for the student leaders. In this situation the 
supervisor would be denying leadership to the students. 1 An 
example of this type would be designating a specific duty to 
one of the students. If the student were not fulfilling the 
responsibility as evaluated by the supervisor, the supervisor 
would take away thi s duty from the individual. However, if 
the supervisor were working "within the group", there would 
be a discussion with the leader. Suggestions would be given to 
assist the student in fulfilling that responsibility. 
It is very essential that the student leaders accept 
the supervisor and feel that the supervisor is an individual 
\iiles, Brown, and Cassidy, op. cit., 9-22. 
to whom they may turn when assistance is necessary . The 
supervisor must be sincere and willing to assist the students 
in assuming their leadership roles . By careful planning and 
co-operative workings, the supervisor and student leaders 
could provide a leadership program beneficial to all involved 
with physical education classes. 
Role of the Student Leaders 
in Establishing Objectives or Goals 
It is not only important that the students feel needed, 
but they must also establish specific objectives or goals 
which they would like to accomplish . Although they may be 
similar to the objectives which the supervisor states, the 
students should establish their own goals . They should 
determine exa ctly wha t they wish to accomplis h by being student 
leaders and the values which they might derive by serving as 
student leaders. If they determine what should be accomplished, 
they will fulfill the objectives. 
Self-analysis would be a method of getting the leaders 
started in establishing their specific objectives. In other 
words, what were the reasons which prompted them to become 
student leaders? By stating their reasons, they would get a 
general idea of the va lues they wish to receive from participat-
ing in the program . Reasons such as the following may be given: 
I plan to teach and it would be good experience ••• I am 
considering the possibility of majoring in physi cal education 
in college, but I am not sure • •• By participating in the 
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student leadership program , I can get a better idea of the 
physical edu~tion teacher's responsibilities ••• I plan 
to run for an office in some community club and would like 
the experience offered in the leadership program . 
Failing to discuss the goals and evaluating the qualities 
of leadership are often the weakest links in the entire 
program. Students need help in directing and channeling their 
ideas concerning group effort. It is the responsibility of 
the supervisor to help clarify ideas to the point where 
concrete and attainable goals result. 1 Through discussion, 
led by the supervisor , the leaders will be able to establish 
specific goals or objectives . They must be challenging enough 
so that if they are reached, the students will feel they 
have accomplished a great deal . It is the responsibility of 
the supervisor to direct the student leaders in setting up 
desirable goals . The goals, then, would not only be valuable 
guides in planning and followin g the program , but would be 
a basis for evaluation also. 
1Jaeger and Bockstruck, op. cit., 32-33. 
CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZATION OF A LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 
Standards 
The student leader position should be one which is respected 
by the students of the school. Being selected as a physical 
educat ion s tudent leader should be regarded as a distinct 
accomplishment and an honor, so that the organization of student 
leaders, if properly conceived and developed, should be of the 
same caliber as the National Honor Society found in many schools. 
Unless members with high standards or personal conduct and 
workmanship are chosen, the students in the school will not 
recognize the student leaders as leaders. 
A worthwhile student leadership program can only be 
planned with much thought and action in laying the foundation, 
so to speak . An organization is only as strong as its founda-
tion, and as with all else, the basic parts must be standards. 
Ideals or standards for which members should be striving must 
be established for the student leadership program. 
Standards pertaining to desirable personality qualifications of the 
leaders are necessary . Desirable qualifica tions are discussed 
in the next · chapter on pages 18 through 19 . The next chapter 
also discusses methods for selecting student leaders . 
10 
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By organizing and promoting a good student leadership 
program, students will be encouraged to conduct themselves 
in such a manner as to be selected as leaders. By having high 
standards, most students would feel obligated to fulfill their 
responsibilities once they had been honored by being selected 
as a student leader. 
Incentives and Motivational 
Activities 
In addi tion to personal satisfaction derived from being 
a student leader it is necessary to establish incentives toward 
which students may work . The following motivational devices 
may be used: picture in the school yearbook, newspaper articles 
in the school and local papers, bulletin board displays, social 
events, special programs such as a faculty vs student leaders 
basketball game, and some type of an award, such as a school 
letter. Special privileges, such as wearing a different type 
of uniform from those of the regular class, selection of lockers, 
are not necessities , but are appreciated by the student leaders. 
The student leaders not only have their morale raised by 
getting to wear a special uniform, but the other students 
will more than likely recognize them as leaders if they are 
set apart from the regular class by special uniforms. 
It is beneficial for the supervisor to plan some social 
activities for the student leaders since all work and no play 
is not the most desirable plan. There is need for recreational 
activities. Throughout the year, various social and recreational 
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activities can be participated in and enjoyed by the group of 
student leaders and the supervisor. Individuals get to know 
each other better a s a result of the informal atmosphere which 
characterizes social and recreational activities. Likes, dislikes, 
and desires bec ome known. Students will, in turn, observe that 
the supervisor is a pretty good person after all, and human, a 
characteristic so often denied teachers. 
Some of the events may be planned by the supervisor and 
some by leaders. Time is always a prima ry factor in determining 
how many social events will be held during the year. Facilities 
are also a contributing factor in determining the number of social 
events. If too many are held, i nd ividuals may get the idea student 
leadership i s all fun and no work. This i s not any more desirable 
than all work and no play. 
Suggested events such a s the following have proved to be 
enjoyable: swimming part y , attending bi g league ball games, 
picnics, a Christmas party, and camping trips. The supervisor 
could be the host at a social event held at the end of the 
year to show appreciation for the assistance he ha s received 
from the group. 
Benefits 
Should the student leadership program operate to satisfy 
the needs of the supervisor or the student leaders? If the 
physical education supervisor organizes the program only as 
a means of self-satisfaction and assistance in relieving the 
teaching load, the program will not be very beneficial to 
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the students in the leadership program. The supervisor must 
assist in planning a program based on the leadership needs of 
boys and girls instead of just assigning duties, as a l a rge 
f h d . 1 percentage o teac ers are oing. 
The student leaders must recognize the need for their 
services and recognize the benefits they might gain from such 
a program. The students must feel that the success or failure of 
the program is their responsibility, to a certain extent . If 
this is to be accomplished , the supervisor must give them a 
real share in the responsibility for the program . "Students 
will work with and for a department which they feel is theirs.n 2 
When student leaders partici~ate in the plannin£, conduct, and 
evaluation of the physical education program, they can and should 
make a real contribution to the department. As a result of 
this participation, they take responsibility and pride in the 
department. The supervisor's function is to co-ordinate the 
activities, and provide wise and friendly guidance. 
A weakness which many supervisors have is to accept others' 
responsibilities since they want to make sure the obligations 
are fulfilled. The supervisor must have trust in the student 
leaders and notivate self-conf idence as well as self-discipline 
in them. The supervisor and individual leaders, in addition to 
the physical education classes, will benefit if the leaders feel 
a need for their services and experience personal benefits while 
participating in the student leadership program. 
1Ibid.' 35' 52. 
2william Hughes, Esther French, and Nelson Lehsten, 
Administration of Ph sical Education for Schools and Colle ,es 
New York: The Ronald Press Company, 19 2 , 39. 
CHAPTER IV 
STUDENT LEADERS 
Selection 
Much consideration must be given when students are 
selected to participate in the leadership program. There 
are many differences of opinion as to the most desirable 
me thods for the selection of the student leaders. Before 
determining the method of selection, the supervisor must 
distinguish whether the student leaders will assume leadership 
responsibilities for the entire year, for a semester, for 
six weeks, or for the duration of a unit. The leadership 
program which the writer is discussing is on a yearly basis. 
The student leaders are upper-classmen with permanent 
responsibilities. The student leaders are used in addition 
to the s quad leaders or captains of the class. Such usage is not 
meant to destroy the leadership opportunities arising day by 
day in the physi cal educ at ion classes , as it i s essential to 
give every student in a class the opportunity to increase 
leadership abilities even t hough it may be in a small way . 
Each situation must be s tudied before the best method of 
selection of the student leaders is determined . The following 
are various schemes used in determining student leaders: 
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selection by class members , teacher appointment, rotation, and 
volunteer methods . There are advantages and disadvantages of 
each technique. 
The most desirable method would be a combination of student 
selection, volunteer, and teacher appointment. There are many 
reasons for using a combination of methods in selecting the student 
leaders. If the students help to select their leaders, they 
will be in favor of following that student; however, student s 
must be warned aga:inst choosing per:3ons on the basis of popularity 
alone. Popular students may or may not be satisfactory leaders. 
The phys ical education teacher and/or supervisor shou ld 
also have a role in determining who the student leaders will be. 
Since the supervisor is the co-ordinator of the group , he must 
have faith in the abi lities of those chosen as leaders. It is 
the duty of the supervisor to make sure that the student leaders 
who are selected are students of tthigh standards of personal 
conduct and workmanshipn. 1 The method by which this is accomplished 
must be determined by the supervisor. 
The aspect of the volunteer method cannot be overlooked. 
Part of the selection should include some phase of this method. 
If students are chosen by the class or appointed by the instructor, 
but do not desire to be a student leader, the progr am will also 
undergo unpleasant s ituations . The students sele cted must 
sincerely desire leadership respons ibilities, if the program 
is to be beneficial to all concerned. 
1Ibid.' 33. 
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To illustrate the feasability of the combined method , 
perhaps the following plans may be used. Students could 
volunteer to be student leaders by filling out a questionnaire. 
The present student leaders, if there is a plan in operation, 
could prepare a list of desirable characteristics student 
leaders should possess. From the questionnaires completed by 
the volunteers, and by using the desirable characteristics 
established by the present leaders, the supervisor and other 
physical education staff member s could select the student leaders. 
It may be desirable for the supervisor to ask the assistance 
of other faculty members in selecting the student leaders . This 
is especially true if there are no other physical educat ion 
teachers . This would bring the student leadership program to 
the attention of faculty members of the entire teaching staff . 
In turn , this might encourage other teachers to develop leadership 
progran1s . Students may be leaders in one subject and not in another . 
Should the student leadership program be limited to seniors? 
The decision of ';11hether leaders should be members of the senior 
class only or members of the junior class as well , would be 
determined by the situation . The supervisor may feel it is 
necessary to experiment to determine which works best. 
It is the opinion of the writer, that both juniors and 
seniors be permitted to participate as student leaders ; again , 
it would depend on the individual s ituation to a great extent . 
Perhaps there are not enough interested seniors in a small high 
school . On the other hand, juniors may not have the same status 
as seniors , but they could be placed in the freshmen and sophomore 
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classes as leaders. The supervisor would have to start each 
school year with an entirely new group of student leaders if 
juniors were not permitted to be student leaders . By having 
both juniors and seniors, the members of the previous year 
could be of valuable assistance in the orientation of new 
leaders . 
By· being permitted to participate in the program two 
years, much valuable experience would occur . If both juniors 
and seniors are included in the leadership program , it must 
be understood that a ju,nior would not be permitted to be a 
leader during his senior year unless he met his obligations 
the previous year and is worthy of the position . A student 
would not automatically be a leader in his senior year . 
Desirable Qualifications 
If the leadership program is going to gain status and 
be beneficial , the members must possess desirable personality 
qualifications. The students should have a part in determining 
what those qualifications should be . By providing the leaders 
with the opportunity to establish the necessary qualifications, 
they will feel the standards are realistic. They will not be 
qualifications which can not be reached because they were not 
established by their superiors . As a result of the group 
assisting with the establishment of the standards, the student 
leaders will know and understand what is expected of them. By 
having a knowledge of the expectations more, if not all , will feel 
obligated to live up to the standards. They will realize they 
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can not use the excuse of nwe did not known . The fault of 
many prov,rams is that many members do not do a certain duty 
because they do not know that they are expected to do it . 
As guides in establi shing desirable qualif ications or 
standards of personal conduct and workmanship, the supervisor 
may use some of the following or suggest a few of the following 
to the group of leaders . This will start the leaders to think-
ing about desirable qualities such as the following: 
(1) Understands the physical education program , the student 
leadership program, and the importance of each. 
(2) Understands and follows the policies, rules, and regulations 
of the physical education classes. 
(3) Leads r ather than drives a group or individuals of the class. 
(4) Works with the group or with individuals without using them . 
Is co-operative. 
(5) Has a good attitude in using suggestions of the instructor. 
(6) Is conscientious and responsible. 
(7) Is emotionally well balanced: even temperament and 
disposition . 
(8) Possesses pat ience. 
(9) Has a neat appearance; well-groomed . 
(10) Is enthusiastic, energetic and industrious . 
(11) 
(12) 
( 13) 
(14) 
( 15) 
Possesses a sense of humor. 
Is cheerful and fun to associate with. 
Is willing to assist others. 
Is friendly and courteous . 
Has high moral and ethical standards in personal life. 
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(16) Is not easily swayed by emotionalism, personal bias, or 
prejudices. 
(17) Possesses the ability to think clearly and plan and 
carry out intelligent decisions. 
(18) Is aware of inner feelings and reactions of others. Tactful. 
(19) Is firm , but just and fair. 
(20) Possesses reasonable skills in most physical education 
activities and a high skill in a few activities. 
(21) Makes above average grades in physical education prior to the 
time of being a student leader. 
A discussion of the meaning of each qualification should 
be held as standards are being established. In this way, all 
of the student leaders will understand each of the qualities 
and will be better prepared in setting a good example. The 
leaders should not only set a good example while in class, 
but also in all school and community activities. When student 
leaders prove themselves incapable of setting standards for 
the squads and class which they are leading, the teacher should 
exercise the right of removing the person from the responsibility 
of leadership. 
A plan for dismissal should also be discussed as 
standards and qualifications are being established. By planning 
ahead , embarrassing situations may be avoided. More than 
likely, if careful selection of leaders has occurred, there 
will be no need for dismissal , but there are exceptions. The 
student leaders should be given the opportunity to voice t~eir 
opinions on dismissal cases. Perhaps a governing board could 
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be elected for the purpos e of discussing dismissal cases if 
the occasion ever aro se. The final decision for dismissal 
should be the responsibility of the supervisor and physical 
education instructor in charge of the student leaders. 
Responsibilities 
One of the very essentia l parts of the leadership program 
re quiring careful cons ideration is to define responsibilities 
of leadership within the group . These responsibilities must 
be appropriate to the capacity of the members . Often times 
the supervisor or tea cher neglects to do this. Student 
leaders will carry responsibility only to the degree to which 
h d f . d bl f . 1 0 1 'f h d t .ey are rea y · or it an ca pa e o it. n y i t e stu ent 
leaders know or are clear as to what their responsibilities are, 
will they be able to accept and fulfill their obligations. 
The supervisor must provide time for the group to discuss their 
duties and responsibilities. 
The student leaders will better understand and be more 
willing to accept their responsibilities if they are included 
in making the decision of just what their responsibilities are . 
Perhaps before specific or definite responsibilities are discussed, 
the supervisor should present the following ideas to the leaders: 
(1) The duties will be realistic if the leaders are to see a 
need for and contribution in what they are doing. (2) The 
leaders will be under constant supervision, in order that the 
supervisor will be able to assist, if the leader so desires . 
The supervi so r may a l s o feel assistance is ne cessar y and should 
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point out to the students that assistance is given for the 
benefit of them. (3) Duties require different levels and types 
of abilities. Therefore, when the group is establishing the 
duties, they must consider the different types and levels of 
abilities of the group. (4) Responsibility in fulfilling the 
obligations is essential. Duties will not be assigned unless 
the leaders can properly perform them. (5) Duties will be 
defined and not so complicated that the student could not easily 
be ori.ented in his job. (6) The duties will not be so compli-
cated that there would be insufficient time for the performance 
of the assigned duties. (7) Overlapping of responsibilities 
will be avoided. 1 By keeping these ideas in mind, the supervisor 
and student leaders will be able to establish the duties and 
responsibilities of the leaders. 
Establishing responsibilities is no easy task and much 
consideration must be given to this. By classifying the 
responsibilities, the leaders may be able to establish definite 
tasks under the general classifications. The following are 
examples of leadership duties. Part of these ideas were 
mentioned in the article "Developing Responsible Citizens" 2 
and part of the ideas result from the writer's experiences 
while working with student leaders. 
A. 
The 
No . 
List of Responsibilities of Student Leaders 
Daily routines with rotation of these duties. 
1rvan W. Fitzwater, "Developing Responsible Citizens", 
Journal of Health Ph sical Educ 0tion and Recreation, 31, 
5 May-June, 19 0 , 2 • 
2Ibid. 
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1. Taking attendan ce. 
2. Leading exercises. 
3. Demonstrating skills, rules. 
4. Checking costurnes. 
5. Supervising the squad leaders in the performance 
of their duties. The squad leaders duties are: 
formation of squads, lining up teams in proper 
positions , obtaining the equipment needed, following 
directions. 
6. Checking showers . 
7. Issuing towels. 
8. Che cking out special uniforms . 
9. Assisting s tudents in the learning of skills. 
10. Assisting students with the opening of lockers. 
B. Equipment: 
1 . Fixing and ca ring for e(uipment . 
2. Collecting , di soens ing, and setting up equipment. 
J. Checking for proper treatment of equipment by students 
in class . 
4. Marking athletic fields. 
G. Special responsibilities with which to assist: 
1. Administra tion of physical fitness tests or general 
ability te s ts. 
2 . Administration of skill tests. 
3. Assignment of locks and lockers; collection of 
locks at the end of the year. 
4. Assist with special progr ams for assemblies, P.T. A. meetings. 
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5. Record for physician at the time of physical exams. 
6. Inspection of lockers. 
7. General evaluation of class performan ce. 
8. Assignment of team members and selection of captains , 
squad leaders. 
D. Clerical work: 
1. Typing of rules, score sheets. 
2. Making bulletin board displays . 
J. Comp iling skill test results. 
4. Helping with the correction of written tests. 
5. Making out tests and quizzes--some portion thereof. 
E. Class tourname nts with rotation of these duties: 
1. Officiate. 
2. Score. 
3. Time. 
4. Coach. 
5. Prepare check lists of skills used. 
F. Presentation of techniques or actual teaching, if the leaders 
desire and the supervisor feels the leader is capable . 
After looking over the above leadership possibilities , 
the reader may get the idea that the teacher has nothing to do. 
Contrary to this belief, the teacher is still responsible for 
the class as a learning group. The responsibilities, therefore , 
would be shared with the teacher, not taken over comp letely 
by the leaders. The amount of time spent in supervision would 
be equal to, or greater than, the time usually spent in personally 
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attending to the responsibilities. 
A large percentage of teachers are assigning rather 
than planning a program based on the leadership needs of 
the students . Students need help in directing and channeling 
their ideas and it is the supervisor's responsibility to stand 
ready to give the proper guidance when it is needed. "The 
adoption of a student -directed class organization will require 
continued extra effort on the part of the teacher."l The 
supervisors of student leaders must not as s ign responsibilities 
and then relieve the leaders of these duties if they fail to 
assume responsibilities the first time. They must encourage the 
leaders and prepare them in such a way that they will be capable 
and able to carry out their responsibilities. 
1Fitzwater, op. cit. 26. 
CHAPTER V 
AN IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAfvI 
Need for the Program 
It has been said, "a real leader makes more leaders." 1 
The sponsor of any student leadership program should establish 
as his aim or goal the development of real leaders. This 
is possible only when a training program is well organized 
and administered. 
Student leadership organizations included in a physi cal 
education program would provide maximum opportunities for 
students to develop leadership and responsibility only if 
there were an adequate in-service training program . The 
supervisor who is concerned with creating the greatest benefits 
for all associated with the program , would make time to conduct 
leadership courses and to have regular leadership meetings . 
'I'he student leadership progr ams which are in operation at many 
schools are not as effective as they could be due to very 
limited in-service training. A typical situation follows: As 
a result of an overload teaching assignment, and 'an overload 
extra curricular activities assignment, the supervisor of the 
student leader program finds it impossible to administer 
1Maryhelen Vannier, Methods and Materials in Recreation 
Leadership (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunder s Company, 1956), 11. 
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sufficient r:ieetings to make the :p rogram effective. There 
is very limited tirr_e, except during the regular physico.l educa-
tion class with ·which the leaders ure assisting , for t he 
training of t hose student le aders. This becomes an unfortunate 
situation for all involved. The students who need encouragement 
and a helDing hand in carrying out their res:)Qnsibilities fail 
to be reached before the ·)oint of discouragement. 
An in-service training crogr<:1-m may be the ansvier to 
prov iding the op]ortunities to encourage and assist the le a ders. 
The student leaders could be assisted by ado:_)ting the following 
aoproach: a s pecial, regularly scheduled , instructional 
period every week .l By providing such meetings, the leaders 
could be developed more ~uickly and effectively than if no 
in-service training program were available . "Student le ad er-
ship is not made by assignment . It is caught tbroueh the 
subtle controls of conduct by c~yable a dult leadership and 
by planned previevJ of class activities by leaders in a s pecial 
•1)eriod. n2 This quotation , explains why the V1-Titer of this 
pai1er has planned an in-service training '7rog r am for the 
s tu dent leaders a t Grays l ake Comm.unity High School . 
Organization of the Program 
Much careful consideration and thought must be g iven in 
1Rich ard C. Havel and Emery 'i . Seymour, dministra tion 
of He:..i.lth , ?hysic a l Educ :J. tion ans Recreation (New York: The 
Ronald ~ress Com9any, 1961), 246 . 
2Ben \I . Miller , Karl 1,- . :Sookwal ter and George E. Schlafer, 
Physical Fitness f.ar Boys (New York: A. s. Barnes and Company, 
Inc., 1943), 45. 
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planning a student leadership in-service training program. 
The supervisor's philosophy would determine, to a great extent, 
the type of program which would eventually evolve. Aims and 
objectives would have to be included as guideposts along the 
way. The procedures employed to reach these aims and objectives 
would have to be planned carefully. Finally, evaluation 
measures by which one could judge whether or not the program 
was doing what it was intended to do would have to be included 
in the initial plans. 
These were thoughts which the writer kept in mind when 
organizing the program for the physical education student 
leaders at Gray s lake Community High School. A sample of this 
in-service training may be seen in the appendix. A description 
of the procedure by which this particular program was effected 
follows. 
If student leaders are to assume the many responsibilities 
assigned to them, they must first be trained. Student leaders 
will have a great many opportunities to develop leadership 
qualities, but unless they are given a helping hand, they will 
not progress as rapidly or as far. A student leadership program 
supervisor must not expect great accomplishments from the leaders 
unless he has provided for the necessary training. The majority 
of student leaders are willing to put forth much effort in fulfill-
ing their responsibilities if only they know why and what is 
expected of them. This may be accomplished by providing weekly 
in-service training meetings. One is not a leader merely by 
being appointed to a position of leadership; instead by virtue 
2$ 
of the possession of qualities of leadership. 1 If the supervisor 
has carefully selected his student leaders, they will possess 
qualities of leadership . However, there is more to it. Unless 
these leadership qualities are developed, they will be of little value 
to the individual. The supervisor of the leadership program 
must be aware of the values of in-service training programs in 
developing leadership qualities to the maximum . 
Aims and Principles 
General aims or objectives of the in-service program must 
be considered and established when overall objectives of a student 
leadership program are being established. The general aims or 
objectives of an in-service training program may be: (1) To 
provide an effective training program in order that the student 
leaders might profit most from their experiences in positions 
of responsibility and leadership. (2) To prepare the student 
leaders to function efficiently and successfully as leaders. 
These aims are a combination of the opinions of the writer and 
2 
related ideas by Jackson Sharman . 
Principles of the student leadership in-service training 
program are very important. They provide direction and mean-
ing for the program. The principles which follows are a result 
1Eugene W. Nixon and Frederick 
to Physical Education (Philadelphia: 
!934), 99. 
W. Cozens, An Introduction 
W. B. Saunders Company, 
2 Jackson R. Sharman, The Teachin~ of Ph;sical Education 
(New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 936), 9. 
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of past experiences by the writer and ideas taken chiefly from 
a book written by Miller , Bookwalter, and Schlafer. 1 
Principles Of The 
In-service Training Program 
1. Duties and authorities must be clearly understood 
by the student leaders and adv{sor. 
Misunderstanding may be avoided if responsibilities 
and the role of the student leaders a re clearly 
defined. One of the weekly meetings will provide 
the opportunity to discuss the responsibilities, etc. 
of student leaders and the supervisor. 
2. Student leaders will be held responsible for the 
full performance of their duties. 
Student leaders will be expected to fulfill their 
responsibilities . The supervisor will supervise 
and assist the leader in reaching these fulfillments. 
Leaders proven unworthy of their position will 
have to be replaced. 
J. Student leader decisions and actions in handling 
class situations will be upheld by the physical 
educat i on instructor and supervisor. 
When student leaders are supervising a squad or 
group, they must be regarded as taking the place 
of the teacher. If student leaders are to be 
corrected or reprimanded, it is to be done in 
private conference and not in front of the class. 
\ Tiller, Bookwalter, and Schlafer, op. cit., 48-51. 
...... , 
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4. Faith in the student leader will accompany the 
assignment of responsibilities. 
The supervisor should not assign a duty if there is 
doubt that the student leader will be able to 
fulfill it; however, a capable leader should be able 
to assume responsibility. 
5. Student leaders should be accepted by the group. 
nA leader is a guide with followers.n 1 Unless 
student leaders are accepted by the class they 
are assisting, little accomplishments will result. 
Ad justment i s necessary ·when student leaders are 
resented. Transfer to another class may result, due 
to personality clashes. 
6. Student leadership should not be autocratic; it must 
be democratic. 
Student leaders must be friendly in their approach 
to the class. They must earn respect by service 
and actions, not by domination. 
7. Student leaders should set good examples in follow-
ing the rules and regulations of the physical education 
program. 
Special favors of being excused from following general 
policies should not be expected . Instead exemplificat ions 
of the highest standards should be followed. By 
setting good examples the student leader's instructions 
1I' .d ~-, 49. 
,.._ 
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and directions will mean something to the class. 
The common saying , 11 actions speak louder than words 11 
is certainly true in this case. 
8. Student leaders and the supervisor should have 
positive attitudes, rather than negative. 
Activities , regulations, etc. which can be done 
should be stressed. 
9. Student leaders should be willing to assist the 
slower individuals. 
Often times the slower learner is forgotten. A 
leadership program should be a means for meeting 
individual needs more fully. Slow learners should 
be challenging to the leaders and instructor. These 
slow learners need to be encouraged. 
10. A student leadership program provides a challenge 
for superior students in physical education. 
It offers them an outlet to use their abilities for 
the benefit of others as well as for themselves. The 
student leadership program should be inviting for the 
superior student in physical education. 
11. Student leaders must be both leaders and followers. 
At times student leaders will assume the role of a 
leader and other times they will be followers . 
Leaders must be familiar with the qualifications 
of being a good follower. The in-service train-
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ing program will demand being a good follower as 
well as a leader. 
12. Student leaders should experience satisfaction mostly. 
Too many leaders are used as policemen in the physical 
education programs today. They soon become discouraged. 
Instead student leaders should enjoy participating 
in the leadership program and have fun with the 
students whom they are assisting. 
13. ,. Student leaders should feel the program is their 
program. 
The leaders must be taught to accept responsibilities 
and then given self-direction in obtaining these 
responsibilities. If students play a part in 
developing the program, they will realize the 
success or failure is mainly their responsibilities. 
If they are proud of the organization and are proud 
to be a part of it, success is on its way. 
14. Student leaders must be able to recognize the long-
term benefits from participating in such a program. 
Carry-over values after graduation must be meaningful. 
Participating in a leadership program can be very 
beneficial if an effective leadership program and 
training program is available . 
15. Student leaders should be striving for socially 
sound standards of behavior. 
"~ It should be a privilege to be a member of the 
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leader sh ip program. High standards of conduct, 
in school or away from school , are highly desirable . 
Students will be respected only if they are worthy 
of it. 
Administration of the Program 
The procedure used in providing for an in-service training 
program could be weekly meetings , which will be attended by all 
t he student leaders. These weekly meetings will provide the 
opportunities necessary for achieving the aims .established 
for the training program . Often times, many of the student 
leader s work after school . Therefore, it may be difficult to 
establish a me eting time a t which all can attend . The time 
and day of the week will be select ed at the fi r st meeting in order 
for the students to know exactly w~en their ~eeting will be . 
Various methods of conducting the class meetings will 
be employed. The supervisor will assume the role of the 
discussion leader in many of these meetings. From time to 
time, student leaders will be appointed to conduct the meetings . 
Resource material will be typed up and distributed at the 
meetings, if the supervisor and leaders think it is necessary. 
Tentative agendas may be distributed a few days before the 
meeting, if advanced preparation is necessary. The meetings 
will be informal, and it is hoped the students will feel free 
to discuss problems , situations, etc. with other student leaders 
and the supervisor. The students should feel at ease during 
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group discussions and while talking to the supervisor. If they 
are having difficulties, they must be unafraid to discuss their 
problems. Individual conferences, in addition to group conferences, 
must be provided , as they are necessary for individual guidance and 
direction. 
By keeping the preceding thoughts in mind, both the 
supervisor and student leaders will benefit greatly from the 
in-service training meetings. The students will be obtaining 
valuable information and the supervisor will be able to detect 
weaknesses, as well as strong points, of the program. The 
supervisor's duties do not cease once the program is in operation, 
but requires continued effort if the experiences are to be 
valuable to the participants. Through a group effort, a very 
worthwhile training program will more than likely result. 
An in-service training course outline has been prepared 
and appears in the appendix of this paper. It is a tentative 
thirty-six weeks schedule planned for a specific student leadership 
program. This course outline gives the reader an idea of the 
scope of an in-service training program associated with a student 
leadership training program. 
CHAPTER VI 
EVALUATION OF THE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 
Need for Evaluation 
A very important phase of organizing and administering 
any program would be the method of evaluation . Evaluation 
procedures must be planned carefully and then properly 
administered if the program is to be beneficial to all 
associated with it . The criteria of a student leadership 
program would have to be concerned not only with the evalua-
tion of the student leaders and the supervisor , but also 
with an evaluation of the total program. Evaluation , for 
the sake of this paper , is defined as the estimation of 
results against predetermined values . 1 
The objectives establfi3hed in the early phase of tfye 
program would be the predetermined values . Some type of 
criteria would then have to be established to estimate the 
results for the specific situat ion which in th i s instance 
would be the training program at Grayslake Community High 
School . 
1'he evaluation of the partic i pants and the program 
would have to be a cooperative process . Everyone associated 
\viles, Brown , and Cassidy, op . cit . , 320-323. 
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with the leadership program should participate in the evaluation. 
This includes the student leaders, members of the physic11 educa-
tion classes, physical education teachers, and the super~isor. 
The s tudent leaders must be helped to appraise the things 
which they are doing . The leaders need to analyze their own 
successes and failures and be willing to accept ideas of others, 
take criticisms, and suggestions . The supervisor and other 
phys ic al education teachers must also be willing to accept ideas 
of others, suggestions , and criticisms. The physical education 
classes must also evaluate the program. Therefore, evaluation 
of and by the entire group is essential if real leadershtp 
is to be developed. 
Evaluation of the Student 
Leaders and Supervisor 
In thi s competitive world , individual evaluations are 
very necessary and important. Student leaders are deeply 
concerned with whether they are do ing an acceptable job or not . 
They wish to gain the approval of their leader, whether it be 
the supervisor, teacher, or parent . As was stated before , 
evaluat ion i s an everyday process an d the student leaders have 
the ability to appraise their own progress to a certain extent. 
Improvement will result only if a critical analysis is made 
and constructive criticisms are given to and accepted by the 
student leaders. 
Periodic evaluat ions must be made in addition to daily 
eva luation and self-appraisals . An appropriate time to make 
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periodic evaluations of the student leaders is at the end of 
the regular grading periods throughout the school year . 
It is the writer ' s opinion that an evaluation or grading 
sheet should be used for the purpose of grading or rating the 
student leaders. By readine and discu3sing the evaluation 
sheet, the students become aware of their strengths and 
weaknesses. An individual conference between the supervisor 
and student leader should be held to discuss the evaluation 
sheet . An evaluation sheet used by the writer of this paper 
may be seen in the appendix, on page 90. 
The ratings or grades should be based on the standards and 
qualifications established jointly by the supervisor and 
student leader, and the resulting suggestions should be used 
in a constructive manner . More benefits may be derived from 
the program if the suggestions are understood, accepted , and 
followed by the student leaders. The specific school situations 
will determine the extent of the evaluation sheet . However, 
general items are of concern to all leadership programs. 
Several items to be included on an evaluation sheet deal 
with: (1) Fulfilling the general policies of the physical 
education program . (Proper costume, personal appearance, etc.) 
( 2) Acceptance of responsibility. (Willing to accept full 
share of duties, etc.) (3) Attitude toward position . (Conscien-
tious and responsible, enthusiastic, energetic, and industrious, 
open to suggestions and criticisms.) (4) Relationship to class. 
(Friendly and courteous, firm but fair, good emotional control, 
patient , etc.) (5) Knowledge of rules and skills. (Written 
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tests, officiating abilities, and assistance in skill development.) 
Student leaders benefit greatly by a thorough and sincere 
evaluation of themselves . They appreciate the efforts of the 
supervisor to develop their leadership qualities to the fullest 
extent. In addition, student leaders ought to be given the 
I 
opportunity to evaluate each other , since students tend to be 
more critical of their peer group, than the adult supervisor 
or teacher. The evaluation sheet used by the supervisor could 
very well be used by the leaders to rate thems elves and to rate 
each other . Whatever the method of eva luation , it must be 
carefully planned with the student leaders and be for thsir benefit. 
Only then will the student leaders understand and accept the 
idea that the evaluation procedures are for individual growth 
and benefits. They should and probably will recognize that their 
leadership abilities are being developed to the greatest extent. 
Confidence in themselves will be developed to enable them to 
accept leadership responsibilities in later life. 
From time to time the supervisor of the student leader-
ship program must make a critical analysis of her positiob; too 
many times supervisors become so involved with their administrative 
I 
responsibilities that they forget to analyze their own successes 
and failures . If the supervisor makes a conscientious attempt to 
analyze and evaluate the lea0ership program , he is indireptly 
evaluating his own position and responsibilities . The weaknesses 
and strengths of a program may well be , and probably are , the 
result of the leadership abilities of the supervisor . 
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Evaluation of the Total Program 
How do the supervisor and student leaders know if they 
have a well planned and effective leadership program? The 
following criteria represent the current best thinking in 
the phys ica l education field. They were t aken from the article 
by Eloi se J a eger and Else Bockstruck entitled "Effective Student 
Leadership", written after a survey of student leadership 
practices was taken by the two authors. 
How Does Your Leadership Program Rate 
I. Do you have a plan for your leadership program 
which i ncludes the following: 
A. Establishment of an atmosphere which 
will encourage individual contributions. 
1. Student participation in planning. 
2 . Student participation in evaluation. 
B. A wide range of leadership opportunities 
to better meet the range of needs and abilities 
of all boys and girls . 
c. Careful assignment of r esponsibilities in 
accordance with the individual needs and abilities. 
D. Provision for regularity and consistency 
in fulfilling various duties. 
II. Do you give thoughtful consideration to the 
development of a high quality of leadership by: 
A. Personal awareness and practice of 
important procedures and leadership 
qualities such as enthusiastic 
participation as a member of a group 
and establishment of a friendly and 
permissive atmosphere. 
B. Acceptance and enforcement of standards 
by the pupils through shared planning, 
experiencing, and appraisal . 
C. Defining and making meaningful recognized 
qualities of leadership . 
III. Do you encourage the sharing of responsibilities 
between the leader and the group by making use of 
such procedures as: 
A. Individual and group discussion of 
practical problems , such as rules of 
the game, ways of forming teams and squads. 
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B.· Individual and grou~ discussion of t he 
n e&ning of good leadership and followership . 
c. Individual un d g rOU] discussion of tre 
importance of individual res pons ibility 1 
for the success of group projects. I 
IV . Do you encourage initia tive and creativity by: 
A. ? u-oil presenta tion of new rJa terials, suqh 
as gar.ies , stunts, dances. 
B. :Pupil presentation of original or grou9 
crea ted stunts, dances, ne w games. 
c. Pupil reporting on current sports and 
s oort De rs onali ties. 
D. Pupil bulletin board dis plays a nd dis :plays 
in school window cases. 
E. Pupil presenta tion of work in the form of 
demonstration to other classes, P . T .A., etc. 
V. Do you make good use of the opportunities offered 
in physical educa t ion for the assW!ling of le a dershi .;;:i 
duties tbrough the following: 
A. Squad leadership and assistants . 
B. Team captains . 
C. Game officials. 
D. Attendance che cks . 
E . Shower, locker room, and ea..uipment 
managers . 
F . Assisting in instructions and 
demonstrations. 
G. Assis ting in the testing program .1 
A su9ervisor should be able to answer yes to most qf the 
preceding questions. I 
A similar set of questions could be established for the 
evalua tion of leaders, physical education teachers, a nd physical 
education class students rating the prog ram. An example qf an 
I 
evaluation questionnaire to be filled out by the s tudent leaders 
may be found in the appendix, pages 1 28-129. By careful ~ating 
of tre ) rogra.rri , a thorough eva lua ti on can be made. The need for 
evaluation is obvious vihen one considers the fact tha t improvement 
is dependent on fre quent or continuous evalua tion. Suggestions for the 
i m)ro vernent of t he 1Jrogr am may wel l be the end result of com_:p iling the 
1 J aeger and Bockstruck, oo. cit., 52. 
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information obtained from the student leaders evaluation 
questionnaires. 
Regardless of the method of evaluat ion used, the important 
factor would be that the results be used most advantageously. 
In order to accomplish this, it would be essential that all 
persons concerned familiarize themselves with the results of 
the evaluation. Only by knowing the results can positive 
steps be taken to create improvement.l If steps are not taken 
to improve the program, evaluation serves no valuable purpose . 
1 
Irwin and Humphrey, op. cit., 332. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
It has often been stated that physical education 
teachers, probably more than any other instructors, have 
the responsibility of providing leadership experiences for 
students . This may be true since the very nature of the 
physical education program provides so many opportunitie$ 
by which students could assume leadership responsibilities. 
"This training will result in a functional understanding 
of the nature of authority and responsibi lity i n rela tion 
to other individuals. Successful achievement will tend tio 
breed the desire to asswne respons ible positions in the 
1 future." Many physical educators do a fine job of leader-
ship training, but there are indic ations that an e qual 
number are not aware of the rich opportunities fo r le adersh i p 
which exist. Because the assignment of duties is not 
synonymous with develop ine leadership , attention would h~ve 
to be placed on planning with goals and principles in mi~ct. 2 
As was stressed throughout this paper, the student 
leadership p rogram must be beneficial to all associated with 
it. The leadershi p experience,, if properly conducted, would 
l.,..,. t t 1 . t r1 zwa er , oc . c 1 •• 
2Jaeger and Bockstruck, ~cit., 32-33. 
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cont ribute a great deal toward developing the civic leaders 
of tomorrow. The physical education instructor would al::jo 
benefit by having well trained individuals as assistants . 
The students in the classes in turn, would receive a more 
effective physical education program because of the planried 
training provided for the student leaders. 
By putting i nto practice as many of the ideas expressed 
in this paper, it is hoped that a desirable and function~l 
student leadership program could result in any senior or 
junior high school . The supervisor of the leadership program 
must desire and strive to be a leader in order to develop the 
potentialities of other leaders. 
APPENDIX 
AN IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM 
FOR THE STUDENT LEADERS 
OF THE 
GRAYSLAKE COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL 
GIRLS PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
D EP AR 'IMEN T 
Introduction 
An in-service training program to accompany the student 
leadership program has been planned by the writer of this paper . 
By including an actual in-service training program , a better 
idea of the planning and administering of a leadership program 
may be formulated . The ideas expressed in this section of the 
paper , as well as the main section, are as realistic as the 
writer could make them. Experimentation and past experiences 
in working with student leaders are a basis for many of the ideas 
expressed. Many ideas and theories look good on paper but will 
not work in actual practice. It is hoped that the ideas con-
tained herein can be the basis for a student leadership program 
in any junior or senior high school. 
The student leadership program for which this specific 
in-service training Jrogram was prepared is in the Girls 
Physical Education program at Grayslake Community High School. 
Grayslake, a town of approximately 2800, is located fifty 
miles north of Chicaco. The enrollment of the high school 
is approximately 750 , with a teaching staff of 38. 
Physical education is required of all students during 
their four years in high school. Students must pass physical 
education each semester to meet graduation requirements . 
Physical education classes meet daily in fifty-five minute 
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period c l as s es. Freshmen , sophomore, juniors and seniors 
are s cheduled for s eparate physical educat io n classe~ in 
which they are given a variety of activities each year to 
provide a broa d ba ckground of activities. The class enroll-
men averages 45 to 50 students. A six weeks cla s sroom phase 
of Health Educat i on for Freshmen, Driver Education for 
Sophomores, and First Aid for Juniors is included in the physical 
education progr am . The writer of this paper has taught Girls 
Physical Educ ation for six years at Grayslake. She was the 
only Girls Physical Educ ation instructor for five years. At 
t he pre s ent time t here i s also a part-time physica l education 
instructor. 
The Graysl ake s tudent leadership pr ogram was placed in 
t he phys ical education progr am four years ago. everal changes 
have occurred from time to time and changes will cont inue to 
be made when necessa r y . There are one or t wo student leaders 
a s signed to a class, depending upon the class s ize. The 
leaders are seniors who have volunteered their services and 
have been selected a s qualified leaders. In the future, 
juniors may be used. Thes e s tudent leaders are enrolled in 
the leadership program in place of their regular physical 
education class. The leaders are assist ants to the instructors 
and by no means t ake the pla ce of the instructors. "No 
program can meet present demands effectively and safely in 
which the tea cher i s not ai ded by t rained and willing student 
leaders . "1 Certainly one i nstru ct or wi ll not acc omplish 
1Miller, Bookwalter, and Schlafer, ..;;.o.J;;.p...:.•--=.c.,.;;;i..;;,t • , 4 5 • 
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as much by herself in a large informal physical education 
class, as she will if student leaders are assisting her . 
It is obvious that one instructor can not be with five or 
six squads at one time and if the class rema ins as one large 
group, not much can be accomplished . Student leaders assist 
the i nstructor by supervising the groups. The student leader-
ship progr am at Grayslake Community High School provides the 
opportunities for student s to assume pos itions of responsibility 
and leade r shi p . 
The in-service tra ining progr am is administered by holding 
weekly meetings wh ich are attended by all of the students . The 
course of study or weekly units for the program at Grayslake are 
de s cribed in outline form . Included in each unit is the following 
informa tion: objectives or purpose of the meeting , procedure 
used , agenda for the meeting , and resource material. The 
resource mat erial is information which will be used in the class 
discussion and supplementary information to be typed and dis-
tributed to the student leaders. 
A tentative thirty-six weeks schedule of weekl.y units 
has been prepared to give an idea of the scope of the in-service 
training program . The schedule will be altered from time to 
time in order to discuss material that is pertinent. From past 
experiences in working with student leaders, the writer believes 
these units do provide opportunities for in-service training. 
They are topics in which student leaders need assistance and 
guidance if they are to be properly prepa red to fulfill the 
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role assigned to them. Many of the units prepared should actually 
be discussed in the first few meetings of school . With the 
number of units involved and with meeting only once a week , 
it is impossible to do this. Two units may be discussed at 
one meeting . Several of the units will be extended for two 
or three meetings . 
The student leadership program has been beneficial to 
all associated with the program at Grayslake High School . The 
in-service training program has been a contributing factor to 
the success of the leadership program . 
COURSE OUTLINE 
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Student Leadership 
In-service Training Program 
lst. Week 
Introduction to 
Student Leadership 
Program 
and 
Role of the Student 
Leadersin the Class 
·,Iith Uhich They .. re 
. ssisting 
4th. Week 
Discussion of Rules 
and Practice 
7th. Week 
Grading and Evalu-
ation Procedures 
lOth. Week 
Safety Measures To 
Follow in Class 
T.veekly Units 
2nd. Week 
Assistance With Phy-
sical and Dental 
Examinations 
and 
Responsibilities of 
the Student Leader 
\hile lnstructor is 
Conducting Cl~ss 
5th. Tdeek 
Discussion of Rules 
and Practice 
8th. ~leek 
The Responsibilities 
of the Student Lead-
er During the Class-
room Phase of Phy-
sical Education 
llth. Week 
Skills to Be Pre -
sented in Class and 
Common Mistakes 
Made By Students 
Jrd. Week 
Techniques of Lead-
ing Exercises 
and 
Tee niaues of 
Officiating in 
General 
6th. vleek 
Qualific~tions of 
a Desirable Stu-
dent Leader 
9th. Week 
Open Meeting : 
Student Leaders 
Indicate What They 
Desire to Have 
Discussed 
12th. Week 
Discussion of 
Rules and Prac-
tice 
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Student Leadership 
In-service Training Program 
Weekly Units Continued 
13th. ·,veek 
Discussion of Rules 
-and Practice 
16th. Week 
Administration of 
Skill Tests Or Phy-
sical Fitness Tests 
19th. Week 
Individual Evalua-
tion Conferences 
22nd. Week 
Written Test On the 
Rules and Officia-
ting 
14th. Week 
Discussion of Rules 
and Practice 
17th. Week 
Responsibilities In 
Planning and dmin-
istering Co-Educa-
t ional Classes 
20th. Week 
Discussion of Rules 
and Practice 
23rd. Week 
Methods of Dividing 
Classes Into Squads 
15th. Week 
Written Test On 
the Rules and 
Officiating 
lSth. Week 
Skills To Be Pre-
sented In Class and 
Common Mistakes 
Made By Students 
2lst. Week 
Discussion of Rules 
and Practice 
24th. Week 
Skills To Be Present-
ed In Class and Com-
mon Mistakes Made By 
Students 
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Student Leadership 
In-service Training Program 
Weekly Units 
25th. Week 26th. Week 
Individual Evaluation Open Meeting: 
Conferences Student Leaders 
Indicate What 
They Desire To 
Have Discussed 
28th . Week 29th. Week 
Discussion of Rules Written Test On 
and Practice the Rules and 
Officiating 
3lst. Week 32nd. Week 
Individual Confer- Discussion of Rules 
ences for Evalua- and Practice 
tion 
34th. Week 
Written Test On the 
Rules and Officiating 
35th. Week 
Open Meeting: 
Student Leaders 
Indicate What 
They Desire To 
Have Discussed 
27th. Week 
Discussion of Rules 
and Practice 
30th. Week 
Skills To Be Pre-
sented In Class and 
Common Mistakes 
Made By Students 
33rd. Week 
Discussion of Rules 
and Practice 
36th. Week 
Evaluation of the 
Program 
and 
Individual Eval-
uation Conferences 
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Introduction To The 
Student Leadership Program 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To present an overall view of the leadership program 
to the student leaders. 
B. To explain the purpose of the weekly meetings for in-
service training. 
C. To discuss the daily routine duties of the student 
leaders, until specific duties can be discussed at a 
later meeting. 
II. Procedure 
A. Discussion by the instructor and student leaders. 
B. Question and answer period. 
III. igenda for meeting 
A. The leadership program is planned to be beneficial 
to the leaders. 
B. Discussion of the daily routine duties of student 
leaders: 
1. Method of checking attendance . 
2. General procedure in leading exercises. (Special 
meeting will be held to discuss this topic.) 
J. Costume check procedure . 
4. Supervision of squad leaders in the performance 
of their duties. 
5. Daily procedure of being in charge of equipment. 
6. Assisting students who have difficulty in opening 
lockers. 
... 
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C. Brief ment ion of special responsibilities which will be 
dis cussed separately at other meetings . 
1. Administering physical fitness or skill tests. 
2. Role of leader while instructor is demonstrating, 
instructing , etc . 
J. Recording for physician and dentis t during exa minat ions . 
4. Officiating games . 
5. Co-educational class responsibilities. 
D. Explanation of t he importan ce of weekly discussion meetings. 
(Discuss the objectives of the in-service training meetines 
which were discussed i n this paper earlier.) 
1. Purpose of the weekly me etings. 
2. Student ideas on the value of the me etings. 
IV. Resource Material: 
On the following pages information is included which will be 
presented in the discussion . Student leaders will receive a 
copy of most of the information included in the resource 
material. 
Methog Us~q Ir Discuss ing DaiJ.y f:SJUtine. Responsibilities: 
The instructor will explain the procedures used in taking roll, 
checking costumes, etc. Student leaders may ask questions as the 
explanation is given . The student leaders will be familiar with the 
procedure because it will be the same as when they were in the physical 
education class. Specific duties which are not obvious to class 
members will be explained to the student leaders at this time. Some 
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of the specific responsibilities relating to routine tasks will 
be listed on the following pages . A copy will be given to the 
student leaders . 
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Resource Material for Meeting: 
Student Leadership Program 
Is Beneficial To The Student Leaders 
1. The program provides opportunities for students to assume 
positions of responsibility and leadership -- excellent 
training for their future. 
2. Serves as an outlet for giving recognition to well-deserving 
students in physical education. 
J. Provides desirable learning experiences for students involved 
in the program. 
4. Student leaders can feel they are making valuable contributions 
to the physical education program by assis ting the instructor. 
This is especially true where classes are large. 
Introduction To Squad Leader Duties 
Which Will Be Supervised By Student Leaders 
1. The squad leaders are to get their squads into the specific 
formation which was explained by the instructor. 
2. Obtain the proper equipment needed for the drill, skill tests, 
games. 
J. Lead their squad in executing the directions given by the 
instructor. 
4. Place team members in the various positions for game play. 
Designate substitutions, etc. 
5. Give the line up to the scorekeeper before starting a game . 
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Student Leaders Responsibilities In Caring 
For The Equipment Used During The Period 
1. Take the necessary equipment to the playing area . 
2. Set up the equipment in the appropriate pl a ces. (Put up net , etc .) 
3. Distribute the equipment to the squad leaders as designated by 
the instructor. 
4. Collect the equipment as the squads finish using it. 
5. Make sure the equipment is returned to the proper place at the 
end of the period. 
Role Of The Student Leaders In 
The Class With ·which They Are Assisting 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To inform the student leaders of their place or role in 
the physical education class. 
B. To discuss the va lues to be obtained from participating as 
a leader. 
II. Procedure 
A. Lecture by instructor. 
B. Discussion by s tudent leaders and instructor. 
III. Agenda for the meeting . 
IV. 
A. Discussion of the major role of the s tudent lead er in the 
physical education program. 
1. The teaching of skills by the instructor can be 
greatly facilit a ted, particularly where classes a re 
large, if a well organ i zed student leadership program 
is set up. 
2. Not a 1rpri vileEed p,roupn , but rather a functional group. 
B. Discussion of the relationship between s tudent leaders and 
the members of the class t hey are a ssisting. 
1. Opinions by student leaders. 
2 . Additional points by instructor. 
Resource Materials: 
The resource material that follows may b e useful during the 
discussion . This could be the supplementary material offered by 
the instructor, if not thought of by t he student leaders. 
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Resource IVlaterial for Ivfeeting: 
Thoughts To Consider When Determining 
The Major Role Of The Student Leader 
1. "One i s not a leader by reason of being appointed to a position, 
but by virtue of the possession of qualities of leadership ."l 
2. Leaders must be cautioned not to overstep their authority with 
other students. 
3. Should be thought of as a functional or service group within 
the physical education program, rather than as a privileged 
group . 
4. Leaders must be impressed with the importance of observing 
2 
and seeing that others observe. 
The Relationship Between The 
Student Leader And The Class 
The student leader should attempt to create a friendly, but 
respected atmosphere between members of the class and self. 
Consider self as a student the same as the class members , and 
not as a teacher. Does not place herself on a higher pedestal, as 
being so much better than the student s in the class. 
A co-operative atmosphere must be maintained between the 
student leaders and class members . The class members should feel 
they are working with the student leader instead of for her. 
1Nixon and Cozen, loc. cit. 
2Havel and Seymour, loc. cit. 
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If a student leader maintains high moral and ethical 
standards in non-school and school activities unrelated to 
the student leadership program, the members of the class with 
which she is assisting will respect and think highly of her. 
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Assistance With Physical 
And Dental Examinations 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To inform students of their responsibilities when physical 
examinations are given . Also dental examinations. 
B. To acquaint the student leaders with the forms used to record 
the information given during the examinations by the physician 
and dentist. 
II. Procedure 
A. Discussion by the instructor and student leaders. 
B. Examination of the record cards and an explanation of method 
of recording. 
C. Question and answer period. 
III. Agenda for the meeting 
A. Discussion by the instructor of the responsibilities student 
leaders are to perform while recording for the physician. 
B. Discussion by the instructor of the responsibilities student 
leaders are to perform while recording for the dentist. 
C. Distribution of the record cards and explanation of the 
method of recording. 
D. Question and answer period between the student leaders and 
instructor to clarify misunderstandings. 
IV. Resource material: 
A physical examination card and a dental examination card for 
Grayslake High School is not available to include in this paper. 
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Responsibilities Of The Student Leader 
While The Instructor Is Conducting The Class 
I. Purpose of meeting 
To acquaint the student leader with her responsibilities while 
the instructor is teaching the class . 
II. Procedure 
A. Lecture by instructor. 
B. Group discussion. 
III. Agenda for the meeting 
A. Responsibilities of the teacher. 
1. Responsible for the class. 
2. Instruct, explain, demonstrate, supervise , etc. 
B. Responsibilities of the student leader: Assist the instructor 
with her responsibilities. 
C. Responsibilities of the student leader while the instructor 
is conducting class. (During demonstrations, drills, 
discussions, etc .) 
IV. Resource material: 
On the following pages are suggestions as to what the student 
leaders may do to assist the instructor with her responsibilities. 
It will depend upon what is actually occurring in class as to 
which suggestions should be followed for that particular 
situation . 
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~esource Material for Meeting: 
Suggestions for Assisting 
The Instructor 
1. Watch for discipline problems which occur while the instructor 
is explaining, demonstrating, etc. 
2. Wat ch for individuals who are slow in learning a skill and 
assist them or inform the instructor of the difficulty. 
3. Demonstrate a skill, position, etc. in front of the clas s as 
the instructor explains it or assist the instructor in 
demonstrating it. 
4. Assist with lining up squads in the correct positions for 
drills, lead-up games or on teams. 
5. Supervise a squad or group while the instructor is working 
with another squad or group . 
6. Distribute the necessary equipment for drills , lead-up games , 
games , etc. 
7. Be on the lookout for those failing to follow the general rules, 
regulations, and policies which have been established for the 
class. 
a. Run errands, such as taking a message to the office. 
9. Give helpful suggestions to students while they are practicing 
a skill . 
10. Help to determine which squad won the relay or finished the 
drill first. 
11. Assist in seeing that the teacher's instructions are being 
followed . 
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12. Assist in seeing that the equipment is being handled properly. 
13. Keep score, time, or analysis charts during a game if not 
officiating . 
14. Check to see if the class members are keeping time and score 
correctly. 
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Techniques Of Leading Exerc ises 
I . Purpose of meeting 
A. To familiarize the student leaders with the proper 
techniques of leading exercises . 
B. To acquaint the student leaders with the exercises they 
will be directing from time to time in physical education 
classes . 
II . Procedure 
A. Discussion by student leaders and instructor . 
B. Distribution of a list of exercises and direction for 
leading exercises . 
C. Practice in leading exercises . 
III . Agenda for the meeting 
A. Preparation before leading exercises . 
B. Proper method of announcing the exercise . 
C. Signals to b e given to start and to stop exercises . 
D. Correct Method of counting during the exercise . 
E. Helful suggestions or techniques of leading exercises . 
F . Demonstrating the exercise and participating with the class 
while leading the exercise . 
1 . Proper techniques used . 
2. Demonstration and practice . 
G. Distribution of a dittoed list of exercises generally used 
in class . 
1 . Explanation of classification of exercises . 
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2. Reading and discussion exercises . 
3. Practice by one student leader as others follow 
the exercises . 
IV . Resource material: 
On the following six pages, directions for leading exercises 
and the exercises usually given at Grays l ake High School are 
given . This is a copy the leaders receive . 
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A. Before leading exercises: 
1. Know the exercises you are going to do. 
2. Keep in mind the order, so you will not have to look 
what exercise is next. 
B. Telling the class the name of the exercise: 
1. Announce the name of the exercise. 
2 . Tell the count and whether you start with the right or left 
hand, side, etc. 
3. Describe the exercise if we have not had it for awhile. 
(Exainple : Jack Knife - I+ counts. Up on 1, Touch on 2, 
Down on 3, and Rest on 4.) 
C. Signals to start and stop: 
1. Signal to start-----Ready and 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 2, 3, 4, etc. 
or Ready and up , touch, down, rest, 2, 2, 3, 4, etc. 
2. Signal to stop-----and stop . Example: 6 , 2, and , stop 
if doing a 4 count exercise six times . 
D. Keeping track of number of times doing the exercise: 
1. Start the first count of the series with the number of 
times doing the exercise. 
2. Example: 1-2-3-4-, 2-2-3-4-, 3-2-3-4- , 4-2-3-4- etc. 
E. Hints: 
1. Do the exercise with the class whenever possible. 
You will be able to count at the correct speed. You cannot 
do this if the group is lying down because you should be 
in a position to see the class. 
2. Count clearly and loudly. You must speak loudly while 
speaking in the gym . 
3. If the class im't doing the exercise correctly, give 
the signal to stop. Explain the exercise and start over. 
4. Do not laugh at someone or with someone. If you do, the 
class will take exercises as a joke. 
5. It takes concentration to count, do the exercise, and 
observe the class at the same time. 
F. Demonstrating and doing the exercise with the class: 
1. You must use the opposite leg, arm , etc. because you are 
facing the class. By using the opposite part of the body, 
you will be moving the part on the same side. It looks as 
though you are moving the same part on the same side . 
2. Example: Seven Hops & change on eight. Tell the class to 
stand on the right foot. You would stand on the left foot. 
R-1, R-1, R-L, (Class) 1-R, 1-R, 1-R, (You) 
Exercises 
A. Muscles of Arms , Hands, & Shoulders: 
1. Arm Circling 10 Counts 
a. Position--Standing with arms raised shoulder height 
at sides . Palm hands facing forward . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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b. 10 Counts--Circle forward 10 counts, backward 10 
counts, etc. 
c. Directions--Rotate at shoulder joint. Small circles. 
Keep arms shoulder height. 
Arm Fling - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Standing with arms at side to start. 
b. 4 Counts--
( l) Raise arms forward & upward to shoulder height. 
(2) Raise over head. 
(3) Lower downward & backward. (4) Lower to sides. 
Arm Raise & Clap - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Standing with arms at side to start. 
b. 4 Counts--(1) Raise arms shoulder height at side. 
(2) Bring arms forward & clap. (3) Back to shoulder height at side. (4) Down to side. 
Pull & Pushing of Fingers - 6 Counts 
a. Position--Standing, elbows bent, shoulder height. (1) Pulling-Lo ck fingers at second joint. 
(2) Pushing-Fingers together. 
b. 6 Counts (1) Pull or Push . 
(2~ J, 4,) Pull or Push. 
(5J Release (6) Rest 
Push Ups {Modified) 
a. Position--On hands and knees. (1) Hands under shoulders . 
(2) Hips slightly ahead of knees. 
b. Count--(1) Odd numbers--down 
(2) Even numbers--push up 
B. General Conditioning Exercises 
1. Frog Squat - 4 Counts 
a . Position--Standing at start . 
b. Count----
( l) Squat with hands on floor. 
( 2) Bring legs out in back until they are straight . 
(3) Bring legs back to squat position . 
(4) Stand. 
2. Jumping Jacks - 4 Counts 
a . Position--Standing with arms at side . 
b. Count----
( I) Legs apart , hands clap over head. 
3. 
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(2) Legs together, arms down to side. 
(3 - 4) Repeat. 
Legs Apart Together, Right & Left - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Standing with hands on hips . 
b. Count----(1) Legs apart. 
(2) Bring legs together . (3) Right foot forward-Alternate L and R foot . 
( 4) Together. 
Opposite Toe Touching - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Standing with feet together, arms , shoulder 
height at side . 
b. Count----( l) Touch Right hand to Left toe . 
(2) Up to starting position. (J) Touch left hand to right toe. (4) Up to starting position. 
Rope Jumping 
a. Vari at ions 
(1) Jump times on one foot and then other foot . (2) Jump~-times on both feet. 
(J) Alternate jumping first on one foot and then 
on other. (4) Jump for so many seconds, counting the number of 
times you jump rope. 
6. Shoulder, Knees, Toes, and Up (Or Reverse Order} - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Start standing with hands at side , feet together. 
b. Count----(1) Touch shoulders. 
(2) Touch knees. 
( 3) Touch toes. (4) Arms stretched over head. 
?. Treadmill - 12 or 14 Counts 
a. Position--Kneel down on hands, with one leg stretched 
out in back, other one close to 
b . Count----
(1) Change leg that is stretched out in the back. 
(2) Change with each count. 
8. Trunk Fling - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Standing with arms shoulder height to side . 
b. Count----
( l) Twist at waist , twisting as far to the right as 
possibly can. 
(2) Twist to left as far as possibly can. 
(J) Repeat to right. (4) Repeat to left. 
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9. Trunk Twister - 8 Counts 
a. Position-- Standing with hands on hips. 
b. Count----
( l) Lean forward. 
(2) Rotate to right or left (tell which way before 
start exercise and then alternate direction.) (3 - 7) Continue rotation, going as far back as 
possibly can go. (8) Up to starting position. 
10. Wood Cutter - 4 Counts 
a . Position-- Start standing with arms stretched over head. 
b. Count----(1) Bend at waist & bring arms between legs. 
(2-3) Reach downward and backward as far as you 
possibly can. 
(4) Up to starting position . 
C. Muscles of Legs, Hips, and Thighs 
1. Bicycle - 12 or 14 Counts 
a. Position--Lying on back, one leg stretched up and other 
one close to chest, hands support your hips . 
b . Count----(1) Change so the leg that was stretched up is down 
and one that was down is up. 
(2) Alternate with each count. 
2. Deen Knee Bends - 4 Counts 
a . Position--Standing with legs and feet together. 
b. Count----(1) Keeping trunk of body straight, start bending 
legs and going down slowly. 
(2-3-4) Keep going down slowly until are sitting on 
heel on fourth count. 
Up 2-3-4---Repeat coming up. 
J. Kick Fingers Held Shoulder Height - 10 Counts each side 
4. 
a . Position--Standing with one arm held shoulder height 
in front. (10 times with one hand out and then 10 
times with other hand out.) 
b. Count----
Leg 
a. 
b. 
( l) Kick fingers held shoulder height with same foot. 
(2-10) Repeat until have kicked fingers 10 times. 
Fling - 4 Counts 
Position--Lie on right or left side with legs straight 
out, arm next to floor supporting head, other arm in 
front on floor for support. 
Count----
( l) Bring leg on top forward as far as you possibly can. 
(2) Bring leg back to starting position . 
(3) Down to starting position . 
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C. Directions 
(1) Leg does not touch floor when brought forward. 
(2) Movement is from thigh joint, not knee joint. 
5. Running In Place With High Knee Lift - 10 Counts 
a . Position--Standing 
b. Count---- · (1-101 Run lifting knees high. 
(Rest - 10) Rest to count of ten. 
6. Scissors Kick - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Lie on right or left side with legs straight 
out. Arm next to floor supports head and 
other arm in front on floor. 
b. Count----( l) Top leg brought forward as far as possible and 
leg on floor brought back as far as possible. 
(2) Bring legs together. (3) Top leg back, leg on floor forward. (4) Bring legs together. 
7. Seven Ho~s On One Foot Change to other foot on Eighth 
Count - Counts 
a. Posi tion--Standing with weight on one foot (designate 
foot) and other foot held off the floor. 
b. Count----(1-7) Hop with the count seven times on one foot. ($) Change the weight to the other foot. 
c. Directions--Land on the ball of the foot. 
8. Three Low Jumps, One High Jump - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Standing with feet together or few inches 
apart. 
b. Count----( l) Low jump, landing on ball of feet. 
( 2 ) Low jump, landing on ball of feet. (3) Low jump, landing on ball of feet. 
(4) High jump bring feet together and toes pointed 
toward floor while in the air. 
D. Miscellaneous 
1. Hip 
a. 
b. 
Roll - 4 Counts 
Position--Lie on floor on one side (designate which side.) 
Count----
( l) Roll to opposite side, rolling on back than to side. 
(2) Roll back to side started on. 
(3) Repeat. (4) Repeat. 
2. Seat Walk - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Sit on floor, legs extended out in front. 
b. Count----
( 1-4) Travel forward on seat , by rocking first on one side 
of seat then other. 
(Back 2-4) Travel backward four counts . 
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E. Muscles of Back and Stomach 
1. Jack Knife - 4 Counts 
a. Position- -Lie on back, legs extended on floor. 
b. Count----(1) Raise upper part of body from waist and at the 
same time the lower part until you are sitting with 
feet & legs raised. 
( 2) Touch toes. 
(J) Lie dovm. 
(4) Rest. 
2. Leg Lift and. H6ld - 6 Counts 
3. 
a. Position--Lie on back, legs together and extended on 
floor. 
b. Count----
Leg 
a. 
b. 
( l) Raise legs about 3 inches off floor. (2-4) Hold in that position . 
( 5) Down. (6) Rest. 
Raise and Apart - 4 Counts 
Position--Lie on back, legs together and extended on floor. 
Count----( l) Raise legs up until they are extended straight 
over the hips. 
(2) Move legs apart , to the side as far as possible. (3) Bring legs together. 
(Li,.) Bring legs down to floor. 
4. Leg Raising and Lowering - 6 Counts 
a. Position--Lie on back, legs together and on ba ck. 
b. Count----(1) Start raising legs up slowly. (2-6) Continue raising legs slowly, until they are over 
hips. 
Down 2-6----6 Counts to lower legs. 
5. Sit Ups - 4 Counts 
a. Position--Lie on back, legs together and extended. 
b. Count----
Fingers locked in back of ne ck . Partner 
holding feet. 
( l) Raise up to sitting position. Keep legs on floor 
while coming up. 
(2) Twist at wai.st and touch right elbow to left knee. (3) Twist at waist and touch left elbow to right knee. (4) Down . 
6. Swan Lift - 6 Counts 
a . Position--Lie on stomach , hands on small of back . 
b. Count----
( l) Arch back, lifting chest and thighs off the floor . (2-4) Hold (5) Down (6) Rest 
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General Techniques of Officiating 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To discuss the major role of the official. 
B. To assist the student leaders in preparing for the role 
taken by the official. 
C. To eliminate the fears of the student leaders in officiating. 
II. Procedure 
A. Discussion by the instructor. 
B. Discussion by the student leaders. 
C. Demonstration by the instructor and participation by students. 
III. Agenda for the meeting 
A. Why well trained officials are necessary. 
1. An official determines the way the game will be played. 
a. Why? 
b. An example to illustrate the point. 
2. Values of a well-trained official. 
a. Values presented by the student leaders. 
b. Values offered by the instructor. 
B. Qualifications of a well-trained official. 
1. Qualities presented by the student leaders. 
2. Additional qualities by the instructor. 
C. Techniques of officiating any sport. 
1. Position required to have best view of what is occurring 
in the game. 
2. Use of the whistle: 
a. Holding position to blow the whistle quickly. 
b. Suggestions on how to blow the whistle. 
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c. Practice in blowing whistle. 
3. Signals given by the official. 
a. Why signals are necessary. 
b. Suggestions on how signals are given. 
4. Preliminaries done before the game starts: 
a. See if necessary equipment is available. 
b. Check to see if scorekeeper and timer have 
performed their duties before the game starts. 
c. Meeting with captains to discuss necessary 
information before the game may get under way. 
D. Common mistakes made by the inexperienced official. 
1. Mistakes are bound to occur. 
a. Why? 
b. The class members will understand that 
officiating is not an easy ·task. 
2. Suggestions to eliminate mistakes. 
E. Any other items student leaders wish to discuss will be 
discussed. 
IV. Resource material: 
Techniques of officiating any sport are given in the resource 
material on the following pages. Also, desirable personality 
traits of the student official have been included. The 
student leaders receive a copy of this information. 
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Resource Material for Meeting: 
Techni ques Of Officiating 
1. When blowing your whistle, use a short, sharp blow. 
2. Learn the correct arm and hand signals and use them. 
J. Keep in your correct pos itions. Do not lag behind the ball. 
An official can not be lazy. 
4. Be firm, not rude, in your decisions. Do not let the players 
change your mind. 
5. Act interested in the game • . A good attitude means a lot. 
6. Know what the referees and umpire's duties are in watching for 
certain points during the game. 
7. Briefly explain to the players the rules which they unknowingly, 
but repeatedly violate. 
8. In general, keep your eyes open and your mind alert. 
Personality Of A Desirable 
Student Official 
1. Enforces rules without partiality. 
2. Maintains a friendly attitude toward both teams. 
J. Shows a sense of humor appropriate to situations that may arise. 
4. Does not use an accusing manner or tone of voice in making 
decisions. 
5. Is alert and gives decisions accurately and quickly. 
6. Accepts constructive criticism gracefully. 
7. Avoids monotonous voice. 
8. Knows the rules by their correct names and is able to recognize 
them immediately. 
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9. Is quietly efficient. Does not call attention to self through 
unwanted noise or gesticulations. 
The above list of desirable personality traits was altered 
for use in a student leadership program. The original ideas were 
taken from an officiating techniques discussion in which the personality 
of volleyball officials were given. This article appeared in the 
National Section For Girls and Womens Sport rules guide. 1 
1 Marlys Swenson Waller and Emma Spencer (editors), Official 
Recreational Games and Volleyball Guide {Washington, D. C.: American 
Association For Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1953), 94. 
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Discussion Of A Specific Set Of Rules 
For A Specific Sport 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To discuss and clarify rules of~_(specific sport being 
discussed) which the student leaders do not understand. 
B. To demonstrate specific situations that frequently occur 
during the game and are difficult to call. 
C. To discuss specific duties and signals of~_(sport discussing) 
which apply to~_officials only. 
D. To provide the opportunity for student leaders to officiate 
a game between fellow student leaders while being supervised 
and assisted by the instructor. 
II. Procedure 
A. Discussion by instructor and student leaders. 
B. Demonstration by student leaders and instructor. 
C. Playing a game and practice in officiating the game. 
III . Agenda fo r the meeting 
A. Discussion of specific rules not understood by student leaders. 
1. Ask student leaders to indicate which of the rules 
they do not understand. 
2. Clarify any other rules causing trouble. 
B. Discuss and demonstrate specific situations which frequently 
occur during a game and which are difficult to call. 
C. Discuss specific duties and signals of a ~- official, 
which apply to that sport only. 
1. Illustrate these duties and signals. 
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D. A game of~_between student leaders with other student 
leaders officiating. 
1. Student leaders assisted by instructor. 
2. Instructor makes comments as situations occur to explain 
why such and such was or was not called. 
IV. Resource material: 
A copy of the volleyball rules and the signals used by 
the officials are given on the following pages. Those rules 
which are the most difficult to unders t and ha ve been circled 
i n r ed ink . 
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Volleyball Rules 
I. Playing Court: 
A. Rectangular court 60 feet long and JO feet wide. 
II. 
B. Net is 7 feet 6 inches high. 
Teams and Substitutions: 
A. 
B. 
6 players on 
~,. o.J 
.r 
.a. 
.~ ,; 
Substitution 
referee.) 
each team 
-- 3 forwards and 3 backs. 
Right forward ( 1) 
··l( "l>c Center forward ( 2) 
~ Sx 
Left forward (3) 
Right back (4) 
Center back (5) 
Left back ( 6) 
J~ Wx 
(Report to scorekeeper first, then to the 
1. Made only when the ball is dead (isn't in play). 
2. Maximum of 15 seconds to substitute. 
3. A player may not enter the game more than twice. 
(Starting the game counts as an entry.) 
4. Changing positions on the court counts as a re-entry 
into the game . (Must follow same substitution 
procedure. ) 
III. Definitions: 
A. Own court, opponent's court--The court occupied by a team 
shall be called its own court; that occupied by the other 
team, the opponents ' court. 
B. Service--I s putting the ball in play by the player in the 
right back position , by batting it off the hand or after 
a throw into the air , over the net into the opponJnts' 
court in any direction with one hand, or with the forearm, 
and while in a position with both feet wholly behind the 
serving line. 
C. Volley--Consists of one hit of the ball by a player . 
D. Rotation--The shifting of all players in position for service. 
This shall be done in a clockwise circle. 
E. Game--Is one of three basic units of a match. 
F. Match--Consists of the best two out of three games. 
G. Point--When the team receiving fails to return the ball 
legally to the opponents' court. 
H. Side out--Hhen the team serving fails to win its point or 
plays the ball illegally. 
I. Dead ball--The ball is dead after point, side out, afLer any 
other decision temporarily suspending play. 
J. Out of bounds--When the ball touches any surface or object 
outside of the court, except a player in the act of ~laying 
the ball. (A ball touching a boundary line is good.) 
1. 
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Catching or holding the ball--When the ball momentarily 
comes to rest. in the hands of a player . (THE BALL MUST BE 
CLEARLY BATTED. ) 
Delaying the game--Committing any act which, in the opinion 
of the referee, tends to slow the game unnecessarily. 
(bouncing ball before serving , slow rotat ion, etc.) 
IV. Courts and Service: 
A. Selection of court: 
1. The winner of the toss may choose to take either the 
first service during the first game, or the choice 
of courts; the loser then takes what ever choice is left. 
At the beginning of subsequent games, the team losing 
the previous game shall have the first service. 
2. Change of courts; At the end of each game of the same 
match teams shall change courts. In the middle of the 
third game , teams change courts after one team has 
scored 8 points, or the first time the ball is dead 
after four minutes of play , whichever occurs first. 
(The positions of players and order of rotation shall 
not be altered with this change of courts.) 
B. Serving: 
1. Illegal serve---one in which the service is not 
definitely batted, goes into the net, fails to 
reach the net , strikes any object directly over 
the court, or goes outside of the court. 
2. Foot fault--occurs when the server steps on or over 
the line during the act of serving . May step on, 
or over, the end line as soon as she has struck the ball. 
J. Term of service---until the referee calls side out. 
4. Alternation---service alternate as side out is called. 
5. Rotation---the team receiving the ball for service 
shall rotate immediately positions . 
6. Serving out of turn---Side out shall be called as soon 
as the mistake is discovered and any points made on 
her service be f ore the error was discovered shall be 
cancelled. 
7. No assist on the serve . 
V. Playing the Ball: 
A. The ball may be volleyed only three times before being 
batted over the net. 
B. A ball, except a service, striking the net and going over 
is still in play. (Let service---a ball is served, hits the 
net and lands in the opponents' court or is played by an 
opponent. No point - reserve.) 
C. The ball may be played when any part of it has crossed the 
top of the net. 
D. A ball other than a service may be recovered from the net , 
provided the player avoids touching the net. 
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VI. Points and Side Out: 
A. Point or side out---If any player of the serving team 
commits any of the following act s , _it shall be side out; 
if any player of the receiving team shall commit any of 
the following act s , one point shall be s cored f or t he s erving 
team. 
B. Acts which a re illegal: 
1. Serve illegally. 
2. Fail to return the ball legally to the opponents' court. 
OJ Catch or hold the ball. 
4. Be th e fourth player to play the ball. 
5. Strike the ball more than once in succession. 
6. Play the ball with any part of the body except the 
hands and forearms , or allow the ball to touch any 
part of the body except the hands and forearms. 
7. Touch the net with any part of the body at any time 
except when the ball is dead. ® Reach over the net . Follow through is permitted unless 
the player touches the net . 
9. Make an illegal substitution. 
10. Persistently delay the game . 
11. Strike the ball while she is supported by any player 
or object. 
12. Leave the court without permission from the referee 
except to retrieve the ball. 
13 • Throw the ball. 
14. Hold or push the ball against the net . 
15. Kick the ball. 
16. Bat the ball against the ceiling or any object or 
surface within the boundary lines. 
c. Double foul: Vn1en players on opposing sides commit a foul 
simultaneously. Ball is replayed, no point. 
VII. Game and Match 
A. Scoring: Failure of the receiving team to return the ball 
legally over the net i nto the opponents' court shall 
score one point for the team serving. (The receiving team 
never scores. When the serving side fails, it is side out.) 
B. Game: Consist of "whichever occurs first" of the following 
provided one team ha s a 2 point advantage: 
1. a team has 15 points 
2. eight minutes of playing time. 
If a team is not ahead by 2 points , play continues until 
1 team is 2 points ahead. 
c. Match : Won by the team which wins 2 out of 3 games . 
(There is a rest period of 3 minutes between the games in 
the match .) 
D. If the ball is in the air at the expiration of playing time, 
the timekeeper shall hold the whistle until the ball is dead 
and side out or point is declared. 
IX. Time Out: 
A. Time out may be called only by the referee, and the ball 
shall be in play until the whistle is blovm by t:he referee. 
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B. Time out will not be called when the ball is in play except 
in case of injury to a player. 
C. Time out for rest shall not exceed 1 minute. Time out for 
rest may be requested by the captain at any time the ball 
is dead but may not be requested by the same team for rest 
more than twice during the game. 
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Signals Used by Officials in Volleyball 
Point : Raise the arm sidward , parallel to the floor , and point the 
hand toward the team that has scored . If it is the team on the 
referee's right, use the right arm; for the team on the left, use 
the left arm. 
Side out : Raise the arm sideward, fingers extended toward the team 
that has been serving . Describe a semicircle parallel to the floor 
with that arm moving in the direction of the team to receive the ball 
for service . 
Time out : Extend both arms sideward at shoulder height, fingers 
extended , each hand pointing toward a team . Indicate the 
team requesting time out by pointing toward it with the index 
fine;er, dropping the other arm to the side of the body . If the 
time out is to be charged to the officials rather than to either 
team, and for expiration of playing time each half , extend both 
arms sideward , each hand pointing toward a team, then point toward 
self with either hand . 
Plaved by more than 3 players : Raise arm vertically overhead with 
four fingers extended . 
Striki ng ball more than once in succession : Raise arm vertically 
overhead with two fingers extended . 
Stepping over the center line : Point index finger toward center line. 
Contact with net by player: Touch the net near the top , using the 
right hand if a player on the official ' s left side fouled . 
Over the net: Place the hand , palm down , on the top of the net, so 
that the position of the fingers indicates the foul . Use the 
right hand if player is on right side and fouls; left hand if 
player on left side fouled . 
Caught or held ball : Hold the arm out in front , bent at elbow with 
the forearm vertical , and flex the hand back and forth twice with 
the palm toward the face . 
Pushing the ball: Pushing motion with one hand out in front . 
Thrown ball : Use a sweeping motion of a throw twice with the hand and 
arm on the side where the foul occurred . 
Lifted ball: Raise one hand , palm up , slowly upward . 
Double foul : Cross both hands over the top of the net . 
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Ball touching player other than on hands or forearms: Indicate by 
touchine the upper arm on the opposite side of the body. It is 
not necessary to touch self where the ball touched the player. 
Ball landing close to line: Thumb up over the shoulder to indicate 
nout". Both palms down, fingers spread , to indicate ngoodn. 
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Aids in Officiating 
Referee: Is the superior official of the game. She decides when the 
ball is in play, when it is dead, when a point has been 
made, when it is side out, and shall impose penalties 
for all violations. She gives the signals. 
Umpire: Assist the referee in making decisions. She concentrates 
on plays and players at the net and thus avoids following 
too closely the play of the ball in other parts of the 
court. 
Remember: Constant use of the whistle may be unnecessary and 
annoying. Hold the whistle in the free hand which is 
not to be used for signals during that term of service. 
It is suggested that the official call and signal "point" 
or "side out" before announcing and signalling the 
specific foul that occurred. 
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Qualifications Of A Desirable 
Student Leader 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To provide the opportunity for student leaders to assist 
in establishing the standards or qualifications of effective 
student leaders. 
B. To inform the student leaders of what is expected of them. 
II. Procedure 
A. Group discussion. 
B • . Dittoed list of suggested qualifications. 
III. Agenda for the meeting 
A. ~xplain the purpose of establishing standards or desirable 
qualifications for student leaders. 
1. Knowledge of what is expected of them. 
2. Basis for grading. 
B. Discussion by student leaders and instructor of the 
desirable qualifications and standards for student leaders. 
1. Opinions of student leaders. 
2. Opinions of well-knovm educators and physical educators 
which will be given by the instructor. 
IV. Resource Material: 
A list of desirable qualifications for student leaders are given. 
This list is a composite of ideas obtained from many sources, 
past experiences with student leadership groups, and discussions 
at physical education conventions. Ideas obtained from books 
1 
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by John H. Jenny1 and Richard Kraus 2 assisted the writer 
of the paper in preparing a list. 
• 
John H. Jenny, Introduction to Recreation Education 
(Philadelphi~: W. B. Saunders Company, 1955), 280-287. 
2Richard Kraus, Recreation Leader's Handbook (Nev York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1955), 16-17. 
~ 
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Resource Material for Meeting: 
Desirable Leadership Qualifications 
Of Student Leaders In The 
Physical Education Program 
1. Understands the physical education program , the student 
leadership program, and the importance of each. 
2. Understand s and follows the policies , rules and regulations 
· of the physical education classes. 
3. Leads rather than drives a group or individual students of the 
class. 
4. Works with the group or individual students without using 
5. 
6. 
them. Co-opera tive. 
Has a good attitude in using suggestions of the instructor. 
Is conscientious and responsible. 
' 7. Is emotionally well balanced. Even temperament and disposition. 
$. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Possesses a large amount of patience. 
Has neat appearance; well-groomed . 
Is enthusiastic, energetiri and industrious. 
Possesses a sense of humor. 
Is cheerful and fun to associate with . 
Is willing to assist others. 
Is friendly and courteous. 
Has high moral and ethical standards in personal life. 
Is not easily swayed by emotionalism, personal bias, or prejudices. 
Possesses the ability to think clearly and plan and carry out 
intelligent decisions. 
18. Is aware of inner feelings and reactions of others. Tactful. 
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19 . Is firm, but just and fair. 
20. Possesses reasonable skills in most physical education 
activities and a high skill in a few activities . 
21 . Makes above average grades in physical educat ion prior to the 
time of being a student leader . 
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Grading And Evaluation Procedures 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To inform the student leaders of the method used to 
evaluate them each grade period. 
B. To acquaint the student leaders with the rating sheet 
they will receive each grading period. 
II. Procedure 
A. Explanation and discussion. 
B. Question and answer period. 
III. Agenda for the meeting 
A. Discussion of what grades are based on when evaluating 
the student leaders. 
1. Grades based on the standards and qualifica tions 
established jointly by the instructor and student 
leader earlier in the year. 
2. Evaluation sheet should be used as suggestions in 
order to receive more benefits from the program. 
B. Discussion of the grading system used by the instructor in 
evaluating the student leaders. 
1. List of items included. 
2. Averaging procedure. 
C. Discussion of the evaluation sheet used. 
1. Items included. 
2. How to interpret the rating sheet. 
IV. Resource Material: 
An evaluation sheet which will be used at Grayslake Community 
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High School has been included . By reading the evaluation 
sheet, the reader can observe what the grades are based on. 
This is the writer ' s own evaluation sheet , based on experience 
of four years. 
• 
' 
: 
' 
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Grayslake Community High School Girls ' 
Physical Education Student Leaders Evaluation Sheet 
Leader : Period : Grade Re ceived : 
~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~- -~~~ 
Items To Rate Leader Poor Fai r Avera_ge Good Excellent 
I . General Poiicies : 
1 • Proper costume 
B. Personal appearance 
c. Share of duties 
accepted 
D. Comments : 
._ -
- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------
II . Leading Exercises: 
• Proper ones were led 
I 
B. Proper pr ocedure 
u sed ' 
c. Corr ect count given 
D. Comment s : 
- - - - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - 1- - - i"'---- --
III. Attitude Toward 
Posit ion: 
• ll . Conscientious and 
respons ible 
B. Enthusia0tic , ener-
getic , and inclus-
trious 
c. ~lilling to accept 
suggestions given ' 
by i nstructor 
D. Comment s : 
- -
------------
- - - - - - lo- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
(cont .) 
IV. 
Items To Rate 
Rela tionship 
A. Friendly 
teous 
B. Firm and 
c. Patient 
trol of 
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(cont.) 
Leader 
To Class 
and cour-
fair 
and in con-
emotions 
D • . Comments: 
~----------------
v. Knowledge of Rules 
and Skills 
·'. 
Written tests 
B. Officiating abili-
ties 
c. Assistance in skill 
development 
D. Comments: 
Poor Fair Avera.e:e Good Excellent 
II 
' 
- - - - - - - - - -
,.... - - """"'-----
I 
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The Responsibilities Of The Student Leaders 
During The Classroom Phase Of Physical Education 
I. Purpose of meeting 
To inform the student leaders of their responsibilities 
during the classroom phase of physical education . 
II. Pro cedure 
Discussion 
III. Agenda for meeting 
Explanation as to leaders responsibilities. 
1. The student leaders have responsibilities connected 
with assisting the instructor, not in working with the 
class during the classroom phase of the program . 
2. The role of the student leader is similar to the role 
of a student secretary . 
IV. Resource Material: 
On the following page a list of tentative duties for which 
the student leaders are responsible during the classroom phase 
are given . Past experience in administering a student leader-
ship program has given the writer of this paper ideas as to 
what responsibilities the student leaders should fulfill 
during this phase of the program. 
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Resource Material for Meeting: 
Duties Of The Student Leader 
During The Classroom Phase 
1. Type dittoed material to be distributed to the class. 
2. Type resource material for special reports to give to those 
students preparing special reports. 
3. Assist with the grading of objective tests. 
4. Prepare bulletin board displays for the classroom phases. 
5. Assist with the check out and in of the textbooks. 
6. Check out supplementary books, pamphlets, etc. 
7. Type other materials relating to the course. 
8. Prepare for the activity unit coming up by: 
a. Type rules, score sheets , etc. 
b. Bulletin board displays . 
c. Study the rules. 
d. Skill test procedures. 
e. Etc. 
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Open Meeting In Which 
Student Leaders Plan The Agenda 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To provide an opportunity for student leaders to discuss 
items they wish to have discussed. 
B. To provide an opportunity for student leaders to recognize 
situations , problem-solving me thods, etc. which will be 
useful in later life. 
II. Procedure 
A. Discussion by student leaders. 
B. Instructor will serve as a resource person to assist in 
solving their problems, etc . 
III. Agenda for the meeting: 
The topics for this meeting are decided by the student leaders , 
not the instructor. Therefore, the writ er is unable to include 
the material in thi s paper . 
To make sure there will be an arenda f or the meeting , discussion 
topics are handed in a day or two early. A tentative agenda 
is set up, with provisions for changes . 
IV. Resource material: 
No resource material is available due to the circumstances 
mentioned above. As soon as discussion topics are handed in, 
the instructor prepares resource material, if it is necessary. 
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Safety Measures To Follow In Class 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To assist student leaders in forming attitudes for the 
development of desirable safety practices in and out of 
sqhool. 
B. To inform students of the necessary safety precautions to 
follow in physical education classes. 
II. Procedure 
A. Discussion by student leaders and instructor. 
B. Illustrations 
III. A~enda for meeting 
A. Discussion of the importance of taking safety measures to 
lessen the possibilities of accidents. 
1. Beneficial to 3tudents in the class. 
·2. Beneficial to student leaders and the physical 
education instructor. 
B. Indications of unsafe measures in physical education classes 
listed by student leaders and supplemented by the instructor. 
c. Solutions to the unsafe measures li sted . 
1. Those which could be eliminated. 
2. Those in which compensations could be made. 
D. The role of the student leaders in assisting with the 
elimination and reduction of possible accidents. 
E. Hazards for each activity or sport will be stressed when 
the activity or sport is introduced in class. 
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IV. Resource Material: 
A group of statements used in stressing the importance of 
safety are included in the resource material. The writer has 
also included safety suggestions for the student leaders to be 
conscious of . By being conscious of these suggestions and 
carrying them out , the student leaders will be better prepared 
to fulfill their role of prevent i ng accidents in physical 
education classes . Also , a classification of the safety 
measures to consider when a new activity is introduced will 
be included . 
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Resource Material for Meeting: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Classification Of Safety Measures To 
Consider Whenever A New , ctivity 
Is Introduced 
1n understanding of the hazards involved in each activity . 
The re~oval of unnecessary hazards . 
Compensation for those hazards which can not be removed. 
1 Creating no unnecessary hazards . 
Statements To Illustrate Why 
Safety Measures re Important 
1. Accidents and injuries incurred in physical education activities 
are due as much or more to lack of supervision, as to faulty 
equipment , bad placement of equipment, or the presences of 
physical hazards. 
2. Unless equipment is used correctly or the activity is carried 
on within the rules defining it, preventable accidents will occur. 2 
J. More accidents will be prevented if both the instructor and 
student leaders will be aware of unsafe measures being taken. 
This is extremely neces sary in l arge classes in physical 
education. 
4. Students , especially student leaders, should be aware of the 
liability placed u on the physical education teacher. If the 
1
rrwin, and Humphrey, op. cit., 286. 
2Hilda C. Kozman , Rosalind Cassidy and 
Methods In Physical Edu cation (Philadelphia : 
1958)' 477. 
Chester O. Jackson, 
W. B. Saunder Company, 
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student leader is given a specific responsibility , such as 
to supervise while the instructor has been called out of 
class for an emergency , she must be aware of the importance 
of seeing that safety measures are followed . 
5. Negligence on the part of the instructor or student leader 
is determined by large extent around the question: "should 
those responsible have seen the hazard causing the injury , 
not whether they saw it or not?TT 1 
Safety Measures or Suggestions With ·which 
Student Leaders Are To Be Familiar 
1. Make sure practice or playing areas are free fro m obstacles , 
such as extra balls , in order that students will not trip 
over them . 
2. Assist in supervision of drills , etc . in order that players 
will have enough space and will not run into each other . 
3. Make sure the student is wearing the necessary protective 
equipment before entering a game . (Example: Wea rine goalie 
eau i nrnent before may play goalkeeper in a field hockey game.) 
-' '· 
4. Indica t e safe techniques or if ~ecessary correct students 
who are not f ollowine; correct safety measures stressed by the 
instructor. (Example: Performing a stunt she is learning 
without the assistance of spotters . ) 
5. Make sure students waiting for their turn are a safe distance . 
When you are officiating or supervising, stop the game and have 
them move a safe distance away . 
lo.N . Hunter, " Liability And The Teacher Of Physical 
Educationn (Springfield , Illinois: Office Of The Superintendent 
Of Public Instruction, George T. Wilkin, Superintendent, 1961), 6. 
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6. Be on the lookout for equipment whi ch needs repa iring. 
(Example: a hockey stick tha t is splintered .) 
7. Discourage ngoofing off 11 whi ch might lead to ac cidents . 
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Skills To Be Presented In Cla0s 
And Common Mistakes Made By Students 
I. Pur pose of meeting 
A. To inform the student leaders of the skills of~_(specific 
sport) which will probably be presented to the physical 
education class and the proper mechanics of the skills . 
B. To i ndicate to the student leaders poss ible mistakes made 
by the class members learning the skills . 
C. To give sugges tions of how the student leaders can assist 
the class members to eliminate the mi stakes and a cquire 
the skills. 
I I . Procedure 
A. Discussion of the skill s to be presented and the proper 
me chan ics of each skill . 
B. Explanat ion and demonstrat ion of frequent mistakes made 
by beginners . 
C. Suggestions by whi ch the leaders may assist the 
instructor in helping the students eliminate the 
mi stakes and a cquire the skill. 
III. ~genda for the me eting 
A. Pre sent the possible skills which will be t aught to the 
physical education clas ses . 
B. Briefly discuss the mechan ics or techniques of each skill. 
C. Indicate and discuss the common mistakes made by beginners 
while learning the skill . (Dittoed copy will be given 
to each student le ader.) 
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D. Discuss the solutions in eliminating the mistakes. 
E. Give suggestions to the student leaders on how to help 
the student eliminate the mistake and acquire the skill. 
IV . Resource material: 
The writer of this paper has selected the activity of Archery 
to illustrate how this meeting will be conducted. Only one of 
the many skills presented is explained on the following pages. 
Also the writer has included a copy of archery fund am entals 
information which is distributed to the student leaders. . 
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Resource Material for Meet ing: 
Skills To Be Presented To The Archery Class 
1. Stance or addressing the target 
2. Necking th~ arrow 
J. Drawing 
4. Anchoring 
5. Aiming 
6. Releasing and follow through 
Mechanics or Techniques of Necking The Arrow 
(Right - handed archer) 
1. Bow hand 
a . Left hand TTshakes handsn with the bow lightly. 
b. Thumb and firat finger encircle the bow. 
c. The bow rests against the !!fatty ham11 below the thumb. 
d. The first finger forms a flat shelf even with the handle . 
e. Place the bow in a horizontal position with the kunckles 
up to nock the arrow. 
2. Arrow 
a. Pick up the arrow with the thumb and first finger of the 
right hand. 
b. Place the arrow on the string at right angles to the string 
with the ncockn feather away from the bow. 
J. String hand 
a. Place the first finger above the arrow and the second and 
third finger below the arrow on the string. 
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b. Hook the three fingers very slightly in front of the 
1 first joint. 
Common Mistakes Made While Necking 
1. Placing the hand to low on the leather handle of the bow. 
2. Holding the bow in a vertical position to nock the arrow. 
3. Nocking with the 11 cock 11 feather down. 
4. Failing to nock the arrow at right angles to the string. 2 
5. Placing four fingers on the string and at the second joint. 
6. Pinching the nock of the arrow too tightly . 
Suggestions Used To Correct The Mistakes 
Made While Necking An Arrow 
1. Observe the student carefully as she is necking the arrow. 
2. Analyze each step in the procedure and determine what is being 
done incorrectly. 
J. Call the mistakes to the attention of the student , one at a time. 
Work on eliminating one mistake at a time. 
4. Correct politely each mistake made by the student by reviewing 
with the student how the technique should be done correctly. 
5. Demonstrate what mistake is being made , and the correct 
techniques. Often the student is able to correct her mistake 
after watching someone show her what is being done wrong. 
6. If the student leader is unable to be of assistance to the 
1Dorothy R. Mohr and Elman L. Vernier, (editors ), Physical 
Education For High School Students (Washington , D. C.: American 
Association For Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1955), 28. 
2Donna Mae Miller and Katherine L. Ley, Individual And Team 
Sports For Women (New York: Prentice-Hall , Inc., 1955), 94. 
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student , inform the instructor. Perhaps the student leader will 
not be able t o detect the mistake being made, but recognizes 
tha t something mus t be wrong . 
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ARCHERY INFORMATION - FUNDAl'vTENTALS 
Safety Rules 
1 . No goofing or fooling around or you will not be able to shoot. 
2. Make sure the bow and arrows are in good shape and the bow is 
properly strung. 
3. Wear arm guards and finger tabs for protection. 
4. Draw the bow ONLY with an arrow on the string . Draw the arrow 
up to the pile , but not within the handle . 
5. NEVER point your bow at any person , even in fun . 
6. Do not start shooting until everyone is behind the shooting 
line and the instructor has given the command to shoot . 
7. Leave the shootine line only under direction of the instructor. 
When you are finished you may step back of the line, but never 
in front of it. 
8. Do not pinch the arrow between the thumb and finger to shoot. 
Always use three fingers for drawing the arrow so you will not 
accidentally release an errow . 
Scoring 
Points Colar 
·9 - - - - - Gold 
7 - - - Red 
5 - - - - - Blue 
3 - - - - - Black 
7 5 3 1 1 - - - - - White 
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1. An arrow cutting two colors counts the higher va lue. 
2. An END is fini shed when six arrows have been shot. 
3. The hits of the highest value are withdrawn from the target 
first and recorded on the score card in that·order. 
Six Fundamentals of Form 
1. Bow arm slightly bent with the point of the elbm·r to the rear. 
2. Wrist of the bow arm slightly bent so the bow bisects the nv 11 
formed by the thumb and forefinger and so the force of the bow 
comes through the wrist and not the thumb. 
J. Shoulder of the bow arm is low. 
4. Index finger of the drawing hand under the jawbone on the draw. 
5. String is in the center of the nose and chin on the fulldraw. 
6. Left eye is closed. (Right hand person.) 
Shooting Fundamentals 
A. Stringing and Unstrirging a Bow: 
1. Stringing a Bow: 
a. Take the bow in the right hand in such a way that the 
flat side is toward you. 
b. Put t he bottom bow-tip (the one to which the bowstring 
is permanently attached) in the instep of the right 
foot. 
c. Place the heel of the left hand on the back of the bow, 
so that the forefinger and thumb rest just below the 
loop of the bowstring. 
d. Pull the handle of the bow with the right hand and 
push the upper limb with the left. 
e. Slide the left hand toward the upper bow-tip as the 
bow bends, letting the forefinger and thumb push 
the loop of the loose bowstring until it drops into 
the groove of the bow-tip. 
2. Unstringing a Bow: 
a. Bend the bow in the same way as when stringing it, 
until the bowstring becomes slack. 
b. Lift the loop of the slack bowstring out of the bow-
tip groove with the forefinger and let it slide down 
the bow. 
B. "Knocking" an Arrow: 
1. Grasp the bow handle with the left hand exa ctly a s it 
will be held in shooting. 
2. Hold the bow horizontally, with the back of the hand up 
and with the top limb to t he right. 
J. 
4. 
5. 
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Lay an arrow across the bow, just above the handle and 
touching the hand. Grasp the nock end by the three 
shooting fingers and thumb. 
Fit the nock of the arrow onto the bowstring in such a 
way that the cock feather (the odd feather in color) 
will be up or away from the bow handle. 
Place the pads of the first three fingers on the 
bowstring, with the arrow between the first and 
second fingers. 
C. Drawing: 
1. To Begin the Draw: 
a. Stand at a right angle to the line of shot, with 
the left side toward the target, and with the feet 
about fourteen inches apart. (Approximately shoulder 
width apart.) 
b. Turn the head facing the target and swing the bow 
from a horizontal to a vertical position. 
c. Hold the bow forward in the left hand with the elbow 
nearly extended. 
d. Take a deep breath and concentrate on your point-
of-aim. 
2. To Complete the Draw: 
a. Draw the right hand back steadily until the index 
finger of the right hand is directly under the jaw 
with the tip of the index finger touching under chin. 
Always draw arrow BACK TO THE SAME POINT . 
b. Hold the bow absolutely steady and keep the right 
elbow in a continuous line with the arrow. 
c. Hold the full draw for about one second--just long 
enough to make sure your point-of-aim is correct. 
D. Releasing: 
1. Hold the arrow steadily and do not allow it to creep 
forward just before loosing it. 
2. Straighten the fingers and allow the string to slip 
off them. Except for this slight straigtening of the 
three draw-fingers, there should be no other movement. 
3. Do not "twang" the bow string to one side or pull it 
out of line in the act of releasing the arrow. 
4. Hold the same position without moving until the arrow 
has hit the target . 
A GOOD RELEASE IS OF UPMOST IMPORTANCE ! ! 
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E. .~iming: 
1. rch of an Arrow in Flight: The flight of an arrow 
describes an arc . 
-- ~ ~~- Flight of arrow --- - - - - Point of aim 
Short Range x Aiming point 
Point Blank Range (Aim at center of gold.) 
--
--
--
*°~ -.- A 
Long Range 
The use of a specific spot or point at which to aim is 
essential to make the necessary adjustment between the straight 
line of vision and the flight of the arrow. The point is located 
by trial, the angle of release being adjusted by raising or 
lowering the bow arm . If the arrow grouping is low (below the 
gold) , the point of aim should be raised. If the arrows are 
high or beyond the target, the point of aim should be lowered. 
To use the point of aim, . you should sight the tip of the 
arrow directly on the marker . Know exactly where you are aiming, 
don't just look first one place and then another. 
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Written Rules Test 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To administer a written rules test to the student leaders 
in order to determine which rules need further clarification. 
B. To clarify questions which were on the test. 
II. Procedure: 
A. Distribute the written tests and give the instructions. 
B. Supervise the student leaders while they are taking the test. 
C. Provide question and answer period following the test. 
III. Agenda for the meeting 
A. Written test examination to be distributed. 
B. Instructions given to the student leaders before the 
test is taken. 
Explain the method which is to be used in answering 
the various sections of the test. 
c. After the test, students may ask to discuss any of the 
questions on the written test which they had difficulty 
in answering. 
IV. Resource Material: 
A hockey unit test is included on the following pages. The 
instructions have been given on the test. They will be 
discussed before the student leaders take the test to 
make sure all know the correct method of recording the 
answers. 
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Period Name 
Show_e_r__,,#~--------~ ·---
Hockey Unit Test 
(100 possible points) 
I. Labeling and Placement of Players (12 points) 
F~ 
. . ' Place an X team and 0 team on the field below taking a 
center bully . Use abbreviations for positions for both 
tea~s. C 
~E 
;f 
----IT 
<- B ~ 
B. Label the following parts of the field and lines on the 
field above . (8) 
A. 
B. 
c 
D. 
E. G. 
F. H. 
II . Multiple Choice (10 points) 
Write the letter of the best answer on the line in front of 
the number . 
1. Where is the ball placed for a free hit? 
a. where the ball stops rolling B. where the ball last 
hit c . where foul occured d . where -ever you wish to 
take it . 
2. What is the decision of the umpire when a double foul occurs? 
a . bully on the spot b. free hit c . penalty corner 
d. roll in 
J. Which player most generally takes a roll in? 
a . halfback b. forward c . fullback d . player 
closest to ball . 
4. \hat is the difference between a penalty corner and a long 
corner? 
a . number of players on the striking circle b . place 
where the ball is hit c . number of players behind the 
end line d. no difference 
5. 
6. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
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The ball is accidentally deflected off the stick of a 
defending player before going out of bounds over the 
end line. ·what is the decision? 
a. penalty corner b. long corner c. 25 yard line 
bully d. bully 
~nich player usually takes the hit on a long corner? 
a . inner b. fullback c. halfback d. wing 
Which one is correct when a player takes a free hit? 
a. teamrnates 5 yards away b. opponents 5 yards away 
c. all players 5 yards away d. all 5 feet away 
The center halfback has the ball on her own 25 yard 
line. To whom should she send the ball? 
a . center forward. b. another halfback c. either 
wing d. dribble the ball herself 
What is the main use of the drive? 
a. means of dodging b. long hard pass or shot at 
goal c. means of fooling an opponent d. when 
completing a bully 
Where should the players in the forward line most generally 
be? a. in a diagonal line b. center forward in the 
load c. wings should be several yards back d. in a 
fairly straight line. 
III. Fill In Blanks (25 points) 
Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words. 
1. A penalty for a foul committed outside of the circle by either 
team 
-------
2. The center bully is repeated after each ___ and the beginning 
J. 
4. 
of each • 
goal scores ___ p. oints or point. 
When the ball is sent out of bounds over the sideline by one 
team, it is put in play by the other team by means of a • 
-----
5. When the attacking team fouls while inside their opponents 
striking circle, a is awarded the defense. 
6. The penalty for a double foul is a ______ • 
7. lihen the ball is sent out of bounds over the goal line by the 
team and a goal is not scored , it is put into play by means 
of a • 
8. When the defense fouls in their own penalty area, a-----
is taken. 
9. When a free hit is taken players must be ____ yards away 
from the ball until the hit is made. 
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Name 
-------
10. On a roll in, the ball must hit within a _____ of the side 
line. 
11. Another name for a penalty corner is ________ • 
12. A usually takes charge of putting the ball back 
in play after it goes out of bounds over the side line. 
13. Vfuen a player hits the ball directly at an opponent, the 
foul is called. 
14. When a player raises her stick above her ____ the foul 
sticks is called. 
15. When a long corner is taken the defending forward line must 
be until the ball is hit. 
16. usually take free hits. 
17. The team that has possession of the ball is called 
-----
18. The takes long or short corners. 
------
19. There are players on a field hockey team. 
---
20. The main respons ibility of the halfbacks is to ______ _ 
21. 
22. 
One of the early names of hockey was • 
------
A player may use only the ______ side of her stick . 
23. The stroke often used when attempting to get the ball away 
from an opponent is a • 
IV. True or False (30 points) 
Place a T or an F on the line in front of the statement. 
1. tfuen the attacking team fouls in the opponents striking 
circle a fre e hit is awarded the defending team anywhere 
in the circle. 
2. The goalkeeper may not throw the ball. 
3. Halfbacks may not cross the center line. 
4. On a free hit everyone must be three feet away. 
5. After a legal goal has been scored the game is started again 
with a bully. 
--
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Name 
------
6. The goalie should play in front of the goal line. 
7. On a penalty corner the defense of the defending team 
must line up behind the 25 yard line. 
8. . short corner is taken if the defense hits the ball 
over the side line. 
9. The goalie has the privilege of kicking the ball as 
long as she stays in the striking circle. 
10. It is not a foul when the forward takes the free hit. 
11. The penalty bully is taken by the goalkeeper and anyone 
the attacking team. 
12. When passing to a teammate to whanis on the move , it is 
best to pass the ball a little ahead of her . 
13. If, when taking a free hit, a player hits the ball only 
a few inches in front of her she may not hit it agai~. 
14. The best tackle to use when your opponent is on your 
left is the circular tackle. 
15. Halfbacks should stay in front of their own forwards. 
16. The fullbacks are primarily attacking players. 
17. The attacking team is the team with the ball. 
18. Left handed players should use sticks made for right 
handed people. 
19. · penalty goal counts the same nunber of points as a 
goal. 
·20. The hands are together when dribbling the ball. 
21. go~l may be scored only if the ball is hit in the 
striking circle. 
22. Substitutes may substitute anytime they wish. 
23. If any part of the ball touches the side line, it is 
out of bounds. 
24. A player may place herself between the ball and her 
opponent. 
25. Teams change sides of the field at half time. 
on 
<, 
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Name 
-------
26. It is important for players to follow the ball , even 
if it means getting out of position. 
27. The stick should be carried with the blade pointed 
upward. 
28. 'ny player may use her feet to advance the ball . 
29. No time out should be allowed except for halftime 
rest, or in the event of any injury or emergency. 
30. Offensive players may be in the circle before the 
ball is hit on a long corner. 
V. Matching (15 points) 
Choose the correc t word or words and place the letter of the 
words you chose on the line. Use each one only once . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
The side of the stick used to hit or stop the ball. 
A method of putting the ball into play between two 
opponents. 
Special privelege the goalkeeper has. 
Another name for the penalty corner. 
The penalty called when the offensive team commits 
a foul in the striking circle. 
Number of players behind the end line on a penalty corner. 
The player who usually takes a free hit . 
Method of putting the ball in play after the defense 
sends the ball over the end line unintentionally. 
The number of times the ground and opponents' stick 
must be hit for a bully. 
The foul called when a player places herself between 
the opponent and ball. 
Hockey was first played by women in the United States 
in this year. 
The end of the stick is called the 
-· 
A regulation game is played in 
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Name 
--------
14. The center half back should try to get the ball to the • 
15. The name for guarding a player in hockey is called. 
A. long corner K. short corner u. two 
B. throw ball L. halfbacks v. JO 
c. kick ball M. tip w. toe 
D. marking N. bully x. halves 
E. wing o. blocking Y. six 
F. free hit P. obstruction z. inner 
G. flat Q. round 
H. seven R. three 
I. quarters s. guarding 
J. 1900 T. 1885 
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Administrat ion Of Skill 
Or Physical Fitness Tests 
I. Purpose of meet ing 
A. To acquaint the student leaders with the tests with 
which they will assist in the physical education classes . 
B. To prepare the student leaders for administering the 
tests. 
II. Procedure 
A. Distribute the directions for administering tests. 
B. Discuss the purpose of the tests arid the importance 
of proper administration . 
C. Demonstrate and practice administering and scoring 
the tests. 
III. Agenda for the meeting 
A. Importance of careful administration of the tests. 
B. Series of skill tests or physical fitness tests 
discussed. 
1. The purpose of giving the class the test. 
2. Brief explanation of why each test is given. 
C. Discussion of each test in the series of tests given . 
1. Explanation you give to the students taking the test. 
2. Procedure of administering the test. 
J. Method of scoring and recording the test. 
D. Demonstration of the test by the instructor. 
1. A student leader is given the test by the instructor. 
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E. Practice by the students in administering the tests. 
IV . Resource material: 
The description , procedure , rules of a skill test and 
scoring procedure are given for a basketball skill test 
on the following pages . 
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Resource Material for Meet ing: 
Basketball One-Half Minute 
Shooting Test 
Purpose of Test: To test the shooting ability of a student 
in a game-like situation. 
Explanation of the Test: A player with a basketball stands 
on a designated spot six feet from the basket. On a 
signal, the player begins to shoot, attempting to make 
as many baskets as possible in thirty seconds. Any 
type of shot may be taken, except the two hand 
underhand shot. ~flo trials will be given with both 
scores recorded. The best score will be used as the 
skill test grade. 
Directions Given to Students Taking the Test: 
1. The player must stand on the designated spot six 
feet from the basket. 
2. fter the signal TTgon i s given, the player begins 
shooting and rebounding, s eeing how many baskets 
she can make in 30 seconds. 
3. Any type of shot may be taken except the two hand 
underhand shot. 
4. The individual must dribble the ball, after rebounding, 
if she desires to get into a better position to shoot. 
5. The person stops shooting as soon as she hears the 
administrator say 11 stopn. 
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6. If the ball has left the shooter's hands before the 
signal to stop has been given, the basket is made, 
it is counted. 
Notice: This test is a modification of a half-minute shooting 
test from the book Individual And Team Sports For 
1.• 1 i'Vornen . 
Procedure for dministering: 
1. Explain the skill test to the students taking the test. 
2. Place the students in the order they are to take 
the test. 
3. Explain the responsibility of the student, next in 
line to take the test. (She is to count the number 
of baskets made.) 
4. Administer the test: 
a. Student leader gives the starting signal 
and starts the stopwatch for the first student 
taking the test. 
b. She gives the stopping signal, stops the stop-
watch and asks the scorer the number of baskets 
made. 
c. The score is recorded on the skill test score 
sheet. 
5. dminister the test to the rest of the squad before 
the second trial is given. 
1 
Miller and Ley, op. cit., 325. 
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Responsibilities In Planning And 
Administering Co- educational Classes 
I . Purpose of meeting 
A. To acquaint the student leaders with their responsibilities 
in helping to plan a co-educational class. 
B. To determine which activities are suitable for co- ed and 
what responsibilities the student leaders will have to 
assume during the co-education class. 
II. Procedure 
A. Group discussion . 
B. Preparation of lists of responsibilities . 
III. Agenda for the meeting 
A. Discussion of a Student Co-educational Planning Board 
composed of student leaders in both the girls and boys 
physical education program . The instructors from both 
the boys and girls classes will be advisers. 
1 . Discuss the importance of organizing a Board . 
2 . Establish the responsibilities of the Board . 
J . Plan a joint meeting with the fellows , with one of 
the student leaders in charge , and plan a co-education 
class. 
B. Discussion of suitab l e activities to include i n the co-ed 
class . 
1. Co mpile a list to be prese~ted to the Student Co-
educational Planning Board . 
2. Determine which le c~d er will presert this to the Board . 
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C. Discussion of probable responsibilities of the student 
leaders in carrying out the planned class activities. 
1. List the responsibilities discussed . 
2. Appoint a leader to present ideas to the Board. 
IV. Resource Material: 
The following material will be discussed at this meeting to 
assist the student leaders in establishing a Student Co-
educational Planning Board to set up a co- educational class . 
This will be an excellent experience for the student 
leaders of the boys' and girls ' Physical Education De-
partments . Much of the information or reasons for a 
student leader co- educational planning board and factors 
to cons ider in selecting suit able activities was t aken 
from a methods textbook in Physical Education . 1 
lKozman, Cassidy , and Jackson, op. cit., 459-461. 
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Reasons For A Student Co-educational 
Planning Board 
1. Student s are able, more than the tea chers, to express student 
preferences in regard to a ctivities. 
2. Participat ion i n co-educat ional clas s will be more favorable 
if individuals and groups with prestige in the eyes of others 
are involved in planning the class . 
3. Desirable attitudes will be secured as a result of joint 
planning by the girl and boy student leader groups and 
advised by the in structors . 
4. Instructors must advise the Board as they know what is 
possible and prevent the making of pl an s that will not 
work . 
5. Members of the class would probably feel more free to give 
suggestions as to what they desire , to the student leaders. 
Suitable Co-educational Activities 
Factors to consider: 
Sports that emphasiz e agility and skill rather than strength 
and endurance are more suitable for c~educational activities . 
Activities having the same rules or very similar rules are 
better suited for co-ed classes. 
Team sports should not involve competition of girls against 
boys . 
Adaptations of the rules of the sports selected may be necessary 
for satisfactory play . 
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Activities Suitable for Co-educational Classes at Grayslake: 
Badminton Volleybal 1 
Deck Tennis 
Table Tennis 
Shuff le board 
Archery 
Softball 
Social and square dance 
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Methods of Dividing Classes 
Into Squads 
I. Purpose of meeting 
A. To acquaint the student leaders with the methods of 
dividing the classes into squads. 
B. To prepare the student leaders for dividing the classes 
into squads . 
II. Procedure 
A. Discussion by instructor and student leaders. 
B. Student leaders of the same class will meet together and 
assign class members to squads for a tournament. 
III. genda for the meeting 
A. Importance of having a well planned method of selecting 
squads in class. 
B. Methods of selecting squads. 
C. Suggestions for assurance of more equally divided squads 
in class. 
D. Division of the class into squads for a tournament. 
IV. Resource material: 
On the following pages are materials which are used in the class · 
discussion. The student leaders are given the opportunity 
to divide the clas s up into squads for a tournament after they 
have had experience and are familiar with class members. Some-
times t hey are more aware of the "clique" and clashing per-
sonalities , than t he instructor is. 
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Why Squad s Should Be Car~fully Divi ded 
1 . For balance in skill to provide as equal a tournament 
possible . 
2. To make sure students of various personalities , and abilities 
are given the opportunity to work as a team . 
3. To separate or discourage the trcl i queslf among students in 
high s chool in order to develop a l arger number of friends . 
4. To assist students in developing methods of getting along 
with other students who have cl ashing personalities . 
Tiliethods of Selecting Squads 
1 . Selection by members of the class . 
2 . Selection by the instructor . 
3. Election of captains by the class . Selection of teams 
by captains and instructor . 
4 . Division of the class into squads by captains drawing for squads . 
5. Selection by the student leaders . 
Suggestions for Student Leaders to Follow 
or Consider When Dividing the Class Into Squads 
1 . Select squad leaders who have the abilities needed for good 
leadership . 
2 . Avoid pl acing girls of the same lfcliquelf on the same s qua~. 
3. Make seperate lists of highly skilled , average skilled and 
poorly skilled before placing class members on s~uads . 
Devise a method of separating each list i n order that the 
teams are equal in skill . 
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4. Divide the class members into squads a ccording to skill . 
Try to have approximately the same number of highly skilled , 
average skilled , and poorly skilled on ea ch squad . 
5. Attempt to place girls of different types of personalities 
on the same squad to provide the opportunity for them to 
work together . The majority of the class will work together , 
but the exceptions must be carefully placed . 
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Evaluation Of The Program 
I. Purpose of Meeting 
A. To evaluate the student leadership program in order 
that improvements may be made for next year. 
B. To evaluate the in-service training program, in order 
that improvements may be made for next year. 
II. Procedure : 
A. Group discussion. 
B. Filling out of questionnaire. 
III. Agenda for meeting 
A. Discussion of the student leadership program, including 
the in-service training program. 
1. Values from participating. 
2. Strong points of the program . 
J. Weak points of the program. 
4. Suggestions to improve the program. 
5. Other topics of the student leaders. 
B. Fill out the questionnaire. 
IV. Resource material: 
Included is an evaluation questionnaire the leaders will fill 
out to the best of their ability. The responses will be 
compiled and used to improve the program the following year. 
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Student Leadership Program Evaluation Questionnaire 
A. The program and you. (Circle the response which best describes 
your opinion.) 
1. Did you receive benefits from participating in the program? 
None Few Many A great deal 
2. If you were in the position to be a student leader next year, 
what choice would you select and why? No Yes 
~lhy:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
3. Were you better prepared in assuming your re sponsibilities 
as a result of the in-service trair.ing? 
No Slightly Somewhat Greatly 
4. What is your opinion on the number and length of the meetings 
for in-service training? Too few About Right 
Too many Too short Too long 
5. Did you receive enjoyment from being a student leader? 
No Little Some Very much 
6. Did the students you assisted co-operate with you and 
respect you as much as you desired? No Little Some 
7. Would you select the same age group of students with whom 
to work if you were a leader next year? No Doubtful 
Undecided Possibly Yes 
8. Vill the experience you received from student leadership 
be beneficial to you in your future? No A little 
Some Great deal 
Brief statement of your future plans: 
~~~~~~~~~~ 
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9. Did the in-service training meetings contain information 
of interest? No A little Some Yes 
10. Did you feel there was co-operation between the other 
student leaders in your class , the advisor, and yourself? 
No A little Some Great deal 
B. Evaluation of the Student Leadership Program: (Answer on 
back if necessary . ) 
1. List the strong points of the program. 
2. List the weak points of the program. 
J. List the duties you enjoy doing the most? 
4. List the duties you do not enjoy doing? 
5. List any suggestions which you think would i mprove the 
program in the future. 
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